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Abstract

This thesis argues that any effective justice initiative must start with the inclusion of the community it affects. The pursuit of justice is constructed, in this thesis, through a comparative analysis of two Canadian community justice initiatives, the Community Council of Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto and Restorative Resolutions in Winnipeg. This research was conducted through semi-structured interviews, program observation and analysis of program records; it identified the difficulties of community and victim inclusion within urban justice processes and illustrated that, prior to reclaiming a position in justice, Canadian communities need to reclaim their communities through social justice initiatives.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Reclaiming a position in justice is the pursuit of claiming a judicial process that involves those affected by crime. State regulating bodies have previously silenced victims, offenders and the community in the justice process. Reclaiming a position in justice envisions the community as the primary resource and location of repair. Within this paradigm, justice is concerned not only with a specific criminal act, but also with social justice; that is, “community justice” must also actively attempt to address significant issues of community development that may be contributing crime and dysfunction within that community.

The regulatory efforts of the state have not been able to effectively address the problems of criminality or dysfunction within communities (Clear 2007: 9). Caught in a revolving door of criminal justice involvement and cycles of poverty, marginalization and dysfunction, too many communities have lost any belief that the state is an effective resource in addressing the myriad of challenges they face. In the realm of justice, many communities are turning to community and restorative justice, in hopes that a process created by and for the community can generate greater results than state based solutions.

The pursuit of justice has been attempted by several restorative justice programs; however their attempts to produce justice are unclear and largely undocumented (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 183; Clear and Karp 1999: 176), reflecting an ambivalence about evaluation and a wavering commitment to accountability. The pursuits of Canadian community justice initiatives, although neither a new concept nor program, have received limited academic attention for their abilities to reduce community
dysfunction and rates of recidivism. The lack of Canadian literature on this topic illustrates the importance of evaluating Canadian based community justice initiatives. Too often, Canadian research relies on American or Antipodean programs as examples within their analysis (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 184). It is time that Canadian based programs receive the academic attention they deserve. This attention is vital in the construction of the ‘what works’ paradigm pertaining to Canadian based programs allowing for a true reclaiming of justice.

The initial focus of the research was to concentrate on dysfunctional communities. For the purposes of this thesis, dysfunctional communities will be defined as communities who experience marginalization shown through high levels of conflict and criminality. This marginalization is often apparent in inadequate housing, deteriorating infrastructure and insufficient social services. Individuals who reside within dysfunctional communities commonly experience poor socioeconomic status evident and implicated through unemployment, homelessness, addiction and poor educational attainment. Single parent households are common within such areas, and are linked with inadequate supervision of children as parents struggle to maintain employment, house and feed their families, leaving little time or energy for children and no funds for caregivers. The characteristics of a dysfunctional community have been strongly correlated with crime. Dysfunctional communities are a natural by product of the uneven distribution of social justice within society; indeed, the absence of social justice is evidenced in the greater intrusion of criminal justice and social welfare agencies in these communities.
While it was not the intention of this research to study any particular cultural, ethnic or minority population it is no surprise that while attempting to study disadvantaged groups in our society, the research was consistently confronted with the reality that difference too often equated with disadvantage, which is highly correlated to poverty, dysfunction and marginalization. It is thus not surprising that those who are served within urban-based restorative and community justice programs are commonly the Aboriginal and Black communities within Canada.

This research assessed two Canadian urban community justice initiatives and evaluated their abilities to reduce crime and dysfunction within an urban dynamic. The Community Council run by Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto and Restorative Resolutions by the John Howard Society of Manitoba are the basis for analysis. Both initiatives centre upon a justice program created for and by the community. Their intentions are to reduce criminal activities by providing the offenders and the populace an opportunity for rehabilitation through the community. Both programs assert that they are able to achieve rehabilitative goals that the mainstream system cannot. Due to the inner city location of each program there was an expectation that they would serve marginalized populations found within dysfunctional communities. While this remained true for the Community Council by their selection of Aboriginal people, this was not the case for Restorative Resolutions. Upon researching the program it became apparent that the selection process of its participants captured clients who may be expected to have committed to desistence, and who were thus of low risk in terms of offence and previous record, and were most often not part of a marginalized population. What differentiates the two program is that the Community Council is a community justice program that has
focused on the social justice issues of the Aboriginal population, while Restorative resolutions appears to be a restorative justice program working on a case by case basis.

Methodology

An interest in dysfunctional urban-based communities within Canada guided this research and the criminal justice system's inadequate solutions to this issue were a motivating factor to conduct research within the field. The belief within this thesis is that justice programs created by and for the community can have a greater impact on reducing crime and dysfunction than state regulated efforts. It is posited that programs established by the community are more likely to be better informed about needs and resources present in the community, and thus better able to target the significant social justice issues evident within the area. An analysis of urban-based community justice initiatives was constructed to understand their ability to decrease dysfunction within their own communities. The research question, which guides this thesis, is to understand the potential of urban community justice initiatives to reduce the dysfunction and crime experienced in Canada.

The identifying element of the community justice movement is the community; as a result it was imperative to maintain it as the focal point of this research. With this perspective as a guiding structure, evaluation strategies will start with and concentrate on the community to capture an accurate analysis. Implementing a bottom up approach versus top down was crucial to ensure the ideas, viewpoints and knowledge of the programs came from those it served.
Program selection was based on the framework of community established within each program. Restorative Resolutions' defined community based on the geographical distinction of those within the urban city of Winnipeg. A geographical distinction will be defined within this research as an identified geographical location with specific borders. Members of the community must reside within the geographical border of Winnipeg to gain program eligibility. The defining community characteristics of the Community Council are based on a relational distinction, as the targeted population for this program was the Toronto-based Aboriginal community writ large. Relational is defined as having a common ethnicity or culture with those within the community. Members of this community share a relational commonality with other Aboriginal people within the Aboriginal community of Toronto.

A mixed-method approach was established to provide a holistic application to accurately conduct a comparative analysis. The mixed-method approach consisted of semi-structured interviews, ethnographic observations and quantitative data obtained through access to programs records. To implement a bottom up approach, semi-structured interviews were conducted with clients, community justice workers, program directors, and board members. In total 13 Interviews were conducted in Toronto and Winnipeg. Semi-structured interviews were implemented to provide an in-depth understanding of the program and its effects. Semi-structured interviews are a process of qualitative research that Bryman states “have the ability to present a static picture of social reality” (Bryman 2004: 281). It is with this understanding that interviews presented the most advantageous avenue to obtain the results required. Interviews were anywhere from twenty minutes to an hour in length in a mutually convenient location, allowing
unrestricted dialogue. Interview questions concentrated on acquiring information about interviewees’ personal perspective on the program; their thoughts on the program’s concept of community and the importance it had; identify strengths and weaknesses of the program; and recommendations for its future growth. The interview questions have been attached as an appendix to this thesis.

For the pursuit of this research an ethics clearance was obtained and granted. This was necessary to ensure the research adhered to the research principles outlined by the Research Ethics Board, the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Tri-Council Guidelines for the Conduct of Ethical Research, and to ensure the protection of participant’s safety during the interview process. Consistent with ethical approaches to research, the thesis research anticipated and provided for any risks presented to the participants by the research; for example, in order to minimize potential risk of participants, non-attribution of responses was adopted. As a result, all comments are paraphrased and not linked to a specific identity.

Access was granted with few complications by approaching both Directors and outlining the method and intentions of this research project. Selection of past clients was determined by program directors to ensure the most ready and able clients were selected to participate in the program. Potential social and psychological risk to the participants was identified to be the possible disclosure of the nature or practice of their criminal acts, which lead them to the offence(s) committed, or disclosure of new offences which would trigger the researcher’s obligation to report such offences. Although questions geared toward participants focused on their involvement within the program, it was recognized
that recounting such experiences could pose a possible risk of harm to some subjects. This recruitment decision necessarily had an impact on the information collected, however the vulnerable nature of the participant population dictated that methodological issues be balanced with security of the participants. Program workers also experienced a risk when speaking candidly or critically about a program and thus, by implication, their employer and colleagues. As with program clientele, risks to workers were mitigated by anonymity and non-attribution.

With the consent of participants all interviews were audio taped with the exception of one who declined, and for whom transcription was performed manually. All tapes were destroyed once transcribed. There were no identifiers of participants placed on the transcripts other than stating if they were an employee, client, director, or board member. To maintain anonymity throughout this thesis, participants will be referred to as client A-C, program worker (PW) A-E, Community Council Members (CCM) A-B, director and board member.

Ethnographical analysis consisted of observing the atmosphere and facility, as well as the relationships among program workers and participants. Quantitative data was obtained from the programs records, and consisted of such information as number of clients accepted into the program, offence types, successful completion rates and recidivism rates post-program.

Data obtained through the preceding methods was analysed through deconstructing participant’s comments and providing a comparative analysis of the two programs with regard to such variables as construction of community identity, program
practices and policies, offender selection, victim participation, completion rates and recidivism rates. This analysis revealed a number of strengths and weaknesses of each program, which may shed light upon best practices for future community justice programs in urban communities and have implications for future research. The statistical information obtained supplements the data acquired.

This research addresses the challenges facing community justice by bringing attention to the condition of Canadian communities and how this impacts the viability and success of community justice programs and processes. To this end, the thesis scrutinizes the genesis of crime in communities and analyses the restorative approaches communities utilize in response to acts of conflict and disorder. Central to this analysis will be evaluations of two community justice programs to understand their ability to reduce recidivism and community dysfunction. This analysis will contextualize the concept of community within such a justice movement to address whether or not the inclusion of community can in fact produce the results idealized. The goal of this thesis is to facilitate the efforts of Canadian communities to reclaim their position in justice by adding to the literature on Canadian community justice initiatives and assessing whether community justice initiatives can in fact produce a decrease in crime and dysfunction for urban based communities.
Chapter 2: Background to the thesis

This chapter will identify the significant problems that are affecting dysfunctional communities and will solidify the importance of addressing the issues within the community by the community. The correlation of crime has many factors however the community remains to be the most significant factor that will be relevant throughout this chapter. The community has a significant impact on the rates of criminality within it. This is an important distinction as it is looking at criminal deviance as significantly impacted by the community rather than the individual. Focusing on the individual in terms of criminal theory has done little in the way of resolving the issues of criminality. Rather a focus on the community and acknowledging the connections that the causes of criminality and recidivism have with the community is the first step to understanding the true nature of crime.

This chapter will commence with a discussion of the concept of community in order to develop a working definition which will be used throughout this thesis. This will be followed by an identification of the significant social justice issues that underlie urban-based dysfunctional communities and an examination of how those factors intersect with crime. The chapter will then proceed to examine the role of the criminal justice system in the overrepresentation of marginalized populations and look at the effects of incarceration, reintegration and recidivism among these groups in Canadian society.

Community

The concept of community has received a great deal of academic attention, however a consensus on its meaning has yet to be established. Shaw argues that many
conceptions or definitions of community draw “imagined communities” consisting of what the world could or should be, as opposed to the actual characteristics of communities that exist in the western world (2008: 34). She goes on to argue that definitions of community often illustrate the utopias of community. This can be identified in the defining of communities based on a form of belonging under the guise that structural communities no longer exist in a modern day urban individualistic society.

Kuecker, Mulligan and Nadarajah posit that the true form of community resides in the sense of belonging shared by its membership (2010: 12). Delanty agrees and goes further, arguing that, “A concept of community has always had ‘persuasive power’ because it exerts itself as a powerful idea of belonging in every age” (Delanty 2003: 11). He further argues that the “persistence of this dual notion of community through the ages consists in its ability to communicate ways of belonging and that this is becoming increasingly important in the context of an increasingly insecure world”. Community offers something neither the state nor society can offer and that is a sense of belonging (Delanty 2003:187).

Although this sense of belonging to something has an enticing appeal of the warm connection to other people, it creates no framework to which individuals are connected upon. It also leaves it open to interpretation of what that sense of belonging encompasses, as anyone can have a sense of belonging to something. Sampson argues the assumption city dwellers have lost the ability to be connected to a community is false. The sense of community is still maintained; the status of that community however, may not always have geographical boundaries. It may encompass smaller frames of restricted connections, but those relationship will be upheld and long lasting (Sampson 1999: 246). Within an urban frame, a connection based on a sense of belonging will not establish
social connectivity. Individuals must have meaning and structure to guide their connection towards others in order to provide structure that is not based on personal relationships. If this does not occur city dwellers will have nothing connecting them to others they do not have friendship or kinship ties towards. A sense of belonging alone will not aid a dysfunctional community to decrease the crime within it. Individuals who live in high conflict settings may be fearful of the criminal activity and the criminal actors who congregate within an inner city and thus they may feel they do not belong or claim belonging to such a community. Regardless of the consequences of a sense of belonging, it produces little in the way of establishing a framework for initiating effective community justice initiatives or community development processes. There must be a basic set of guidelines and principles to which the community adheres to that would underlie a community justice program.

Etzioni's definition of community supplies us with a framework for analysis and will be used for this thesis. Etzioni defines community as a combination of two elements, a web of relationships among a group of individuals and a measure of commitment to a set of shared morals, norms and identity to a particular culture (Etzioni 2000:190). Etzioni's definition relies upon the ideas of a set of relationships or sense of connectedness that enables individuals to share the same sense of beliefs to invoke a moral code. This moral code allows those to be engage within the community on a level that does not expect individuals to have friendship or kinship ties with others. No matter what relationship status an individual has with those in their neighbourhood or even in the city they live within, there is a set moral code, norms and values that all may adhere to. This is what can establish a community within an urban environment, a structure of
what is believed to be right or expected of those within that community. Without this formalized structure, there is not a sense of community in an urban dynamic. This social structure is what aids individuals in such a dispersed environment to maintain social capital and social connectiveness with others they may not have strong social ties towards. It is believed that this notion of community is one that can be derived within a set geographic boundary or without, enabling it to be applicable to the urban dynamic of this research.

*Over-represented Communities*

In Canadian society, the two main communities that are overrepresented within the criminal justice system are the Aboriginal and Black community. The Aboriginal community has faced great overrepresentation within the criminal justice system as Aboriginal people's representation in Canadian jails are seven times greater than their representation in Canadian society (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 524). As of 2006, Aboriginal offenders represented 60.6 % of those incarcerated (Tony 2006: 492). Aboriginal people are more likely to be accused of a crime, to be denied bail, to spend more time in pre-trial detention, more likely to have multiple charges and are more than twice as likely to be incarcerated (Braken et al 2009: 66). It is expected that the Aboriginal population’s position within the urban community plays a role in their connection to the criminal justice system (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 523). This is identified by their position within the city’s poorest, most unemployed and their inability to acquire suitable if any housing. At least 30% of the Aboriginal population in comparison to 18% of the non-aboriginal population live in inadequate, unsuitable or
unaffordable housing (Bracken 2009: 65). Carol La Prairie believes that the majority of Aboriginal overrepresentation within the criminal justice system has to do with their marginalization in the inner-city strata (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 524; Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 33; La Prairie 2002: 193). The proportion of Aboriginal people living in urban Canadian cities has been increasing through out-migration from often untenable and dysfunctional reserves communities and rural living areas. Over half of the Aboriginal population in Canada live in one of its 10 major cities (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 526). Evidence from these cities has shown that the Aboriginal population suffer higher levels of criminal activity, rates of poverty, residential mobility, lone parent structures, and lower levels of educational attainment (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 526). Lack of resources or support, coupled with negative surroundings and influences, has impacted Aboriginal people in their involvement in crime greater than any other minority group in Canada (Proulx 2003: 33). This epidemic is one that is very much alive within the city of Toronto (Proulx 2003: 34). The downtown core has become an area where the Aboriginal population have high homelessness rates, drug and alcohol addictions and high unemployment rates. The impacts of life in the city are demonstrated in the histories of too many Aboriginal inmates in Canada: 53% of Aboriginal people who are incarcerated had spent the previous two years in an urban city and of that 55% planned on moving back to that same urban city once released (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 526).

Aboriginal offenders are more likely to commit crimes against the person in terms of violent crime, more likely to have breach breaches in their criminal past and long criminal records (Bonta et al 1997: 133; Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 37;
Braken et al 2009: 66). The characterization of Aboriginal offenders as high risk, committing a larger percentage of the more serious crimes, has impacted their incarceration rates (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 209). The seriousness of their crimes and likelihood of recidivating has made alternatives to incarceration a difficult choice for justice officials. Aboriginal offenders are more likely to have addiction issues, suffer from FAS (foetal alcohol syndrome), lack stable housing and a positive social environment (Proulx 2003: 59). These aggravating factors have impacted the freedom of judges to engage creativity in sentencing and often leave them little choice but to incarcerate Aboriginal offenders to protect society (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 209). Such high-risk characteristics make it difficult for aboriginal offender’s rates of incarceration to decrease.

If you take a look inside Ontario’s prisons you will find the overrepresentation of Black males often exceeds that of Aboriginal people, especially in southern Ontario (Mangan 2009: 1). The Black population within Toronto specifically faces incarceration rates unequal to their representation within Canadian society. There is little research available documenting the extent to which the Black population, in Ontario, is overrepresented within the criminal justice system. However, a Royal Commission report was conducted in 1995 to establish reasoning behind the overrepresentation of the black population within Ontario jails (Cole and Gitten 1995). The commission spoke of the failure of the Black and other racialized minorities to integrate into wider society (Cole and Gitten 1995: 98). They illustrated the absence of integration into mainstream society impacted their ability to acquire successful employment. An absence of social integration cannot be the only factor impacting rates of employment; a more logical explanation for
unemployment implicates lack of education, employable skills, and a feeling of blocked upward mobility as contributing to a lack of employment opportunities. Individuals observe others in their community unable to obtain work and have little optimism about their own chances of gaining employment. The Black population in Ontario has disproportionately high rates of unemployment and dead-end jobs, particularly among young adults (Cole and Gitten 1995: 99). Poor housing conditions and lack of educational opportunities are also factors relevant in the Black population’s overrepresentation within the criminal justice system (Cole and Gitten 1995: 98). The Commission identified the factors stated above did not correlate to all Black people in Ontario, within similar circumstances, as people within these circumstances do not commit crime, however:

“It does say, rather, that people with limited life-chances may be more likely to view some forms of criminal activity as more attractive or exciting than their other choices. They may see crime as a means to acquire material goods otherwise unobtainable. They may fail to respect the rules of a society that excludes them from its benefits. They may feel they have much to gain and little to lose from criminal activity. Crime may make them feel powerful. It may add excitement to, or provide a means of escape from otherwise dreary lives. Crime, in short, may be a rational choice” (Cole and Gitten 1995: 99)

The report from the commission illustrates the same systemic issues affect both the Black and Aboriginal urban populations. This evident in that they live in highly segregated areas of poverty characterized by blocked opportunities for upward mobility, rampant un- and underemployment, and a high incidence of single-parent, female-head of household families, with all the issues of supervision of children and reduced circumstances this implies. Their overrepresentation within Ontario prisons simply adds to the communities’ struggle with social and economic disparity. It is important to acknowledge here that the issues faced by both communities are very similar, and they are social justice issues. The over-representation of Aboriginal and Black persons within
the criminal justice is highly influenced by their residence within dysfunctional communities and their experiences of poverty, unemployment and unstable housing.

Neighbourhoods with the highest rates of diversity in Canada are characterized by an overrepresentation of racial minorities (Charron 2008: 17). Racially diverse neighbourhoods in Canada are more likely to be characterized by low incomes, high population density, instability and low rates of home ownership (Hou and Zheng 2009: 701). The percentage of recent immigrants within a community is inversely proportional to criminal activity, specifically violent crime (Charron 2008: 23). The highest areas with criminal deviance in Toronto can be found in the Danforth, east downtown and the intersections of Lawrence and Morningside, Regent Park, Jane and Finch, and Jane and Eglington (Charron 2008: 13). Research suggests that the economic deprivation of these communities, matched with limited access to social resources, creates a setting that is conducive to criminal deviance with violent crimes such as assault, robbery and sexual assault being the most common (Charron 2008: 22). Access to socio-economic resources has a high correlation to those affected by criminality in Toronto. In fact, in this city, socio-economic status is more directly related to violent crime than property crime (Charron 2008: 26). Uttering threats, major assaults and drug offences have also shown to be most common among those with low economic status in Toronto (Charron 2008: 26).

The average income of recent immigrants in Toronto is $24,679, which is considerably lower than other residents for whom the average income is $48,141 (Oreopoulos 2008: 239). These financial structures often cause immigrants to move to communities where socio-economic resources are low and criminality high. Toronto's Regent Park housing project represents one of the poorest neighbourhoods in
Canada. It currently houses 7500 residents within 87 high and low rise apartment buildings (Oreopoulos 2008: 238). In 2006, a large majority of these buildings fell below living standards and have been shown to be characterized by significant structural degradation. Among those living within this housing complex, 67% of them live below the poverty line while 59% of the residents were reported as having no earnings at all (Charron 2008: 18). The project now comprises mostly immigrants (69%) coming from Somalia, Congo, Vietnam, China, Latin America and Jamaica (Charron 2008: 18).

Residents of this community experience increasing amounts of crime and drug activity (Oreopoulos 2008: 237). Regent Park was built to contain and isolate residents from the rest of the city by restricting open space and limiting traffic flow through the neighbourhood (Oreopooulus 2008: 238). This was constructed in order to keep those ‘unwanted’ exterior to the city. The architectural design allowed for the communities within this area to be absent from others viewing. This design however backfired creating a closed area filled with crime. The architectural design of the Regent Park complex is consistent with that of other housing projects in Toronto, which manifest similarly high rates of criminality (Charron 2008: 16).

Dysfunctional communities face a number of complicated socio-economic issues. The preceding discussion demonstrates many of these issues, including the design of such communities, which places the poorest and most marginalised groups within one location, separate from the rest of society, where they must continually struggle with degradation and criminogenic, unstable living environments.
The previous sections have demonstrated the consequences of dysfunctional communities; the following section will develop an understanding of the factors linking criminality and dysfunctional communities.

Background: Crime and Deviance

Criminality stems from a complex interplay of factors that have lead an individual to deviance. Research has documented that such factors as economic status, family, educational attainment, housing stability and employment have significant implications for individuals who come in conflict with the law (Wright and Younts 2009: 327). These factors are ones often experienced by those who live in dysfunctional communities.

Economic status is one of the main factors that has lead to lives of criminality (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 522). Poor economic status leaves individuals struggling to survive, often causing them to view crime as the only solution. Poverty does not exist in a singular dimension; rather, it forms segregated localized urban pockets which create areas where children are forced to see the effects of poverty in their everyday lives. Poverty becomes manifested in specific multi-clusters within the city, causing major concentrations of the poorest people in a small amount of space (France and Hamel 2007: 228; Hay et al 2006: 340). The effects of poverty in general, and specifically within these urban pockets, are reflected in high levels of involvement in criminality. In fact, it is within the boundaries of these impoverished areas that a high percentage of the cities' crime is committed (Morenoff et al 199: 2). Fuelled by destitution, marginalization and despair, these communities become a revolving door of incarceration.
Poverty within these pockets becomes inescapable (France and Hamel 2007: 228; Chaskin and Joseph 2010: 300) causing isolation due to limited social networks. Children living in poverty are more likely to experience multiple stressors including, but not limited to, incarceration of family members, substance abuse, mental health issues, poor health, substandard housing, disrupted schooling, family conflict and food insecurity (France and Hamel 2007: 229, Gibson and et al. 2010: 34; Leschied et al. 2008: 438; Yessine and Bonta 2009: 33). Living in poverty greatly restricts the resources that can aid an individual in escaping its effects and their ability to begin living a more stable lifestyle. Marginalized populations who live in high poverty areas lack the social resources of informed individuals and organizations, which would enable them to connect to the broader society. This absence of social support networks fuels an even larger impact on poverty levels (Rankin and Quane 2002: 81; Wright and Younts 2009: 332). The lack of economic resources for businesses that struggle to survive, leave those within the area relatively little employment opportunities (Clear and Karp 1999: 52). Transportation to areas with job availability is costly and constitutes a further negative impact on employability. Poverty for individuals within these urban clusters can thus be seen as a complex entanglement that perpetuates a range of other issues, such as unemployment, inadequate housing, addiction and criminality, all of which may combine to result in heightened criminogenic effects in communities. When the selected communities are congregated into pockets of poverty it remains difficult to find hope to escape or find the resources to provide that escape. The pockets of poverty within the city produce a form of isolation that caused members of the segregated communities to feel they have no hope for a better way life or future. When community members see no hope
for positive change they look for other ways to achieve what they aspire and crime becomes an affective avenue to do that.

A lack of social and financial resources not only affects an individual’s life chances, but can also have a significant influence on a youths’ perception of their circumstances, which negatively influences the nature of their future life choices (Fitzgerald 2010: 8). Children growing up in an area where poverty is abundant, begin to develop a negative impression of the labour market, thus affecting their willingness to live law-abiding lives (Zeman et al 2006: 14). Children, who see a life where their parents and loved ones face nothing but problems trying to find stable employment, tend to look towards other means of financial gain (Zeman et al 2006: 16; Fitzgerald 2010: 9). A bleak social outlook leaves the youth of these communities with a low attachment to societal norms, which encourages them to consider a criminal lifestyle. A life of criminality offers rapid financial gain that may allow youth to provide for themselves and their families in ways not possible in the non-criminal sphere. The opportunities for financial stability resulting from criminal acts provides a means of survival. In this light, crime is not simply a form of resistance against an unyielding market economy, but a rational choice. Youth see the financial gains offered by selling drugs, committing theft or other criminal acts, and the legitimate labour market pales by comparison. Poverty has great effect on the social, educational and intellectual outlook of the youth who grow up in an atmosphere devoid of hope and opportunity for improvement (Zeman 2006: 14). When youth see generations of poverty their desire for a life outside of this becomes stronger, however their belief that they will be able to produce that within existing societal norms becomes weak. This mentality produces a cycle of criminal deviance that is perpetuated
within dysfunctional communities and has been a significant factor in their over-representation within the criminal justice system. When poverty is seen as inevitable, the threat of incarceration loses much of its power.

Within poverty stricken areas, housing levels are low and what is available is substandard (Charron 2008: 16; France and Hamel 2007: 2009). Individuals end up living in compromised social assistance complexes (Charron 2008: 16). These pockets may be geographically conceptualized as interior mini cities that gather and constrain the poor, rendering them hidden, unnoticed and ignored (Clear and Karp 1999: 113; Sampson and Groves 1989: 779; Chaskin 2010: 300). Within these areas individuals experience constant and extreme stress, as they have little time or energy available to care about the community or their neighbours. Graffiti is rife and often remains on the walls, parks are missing swings and have drug paraphernalia mixed in the sand (Clear and Karp 1999: 115). Wilson and Kelling identify this as 'broken window theory' in which degradation of the physical environment promotes crime by creating an atmosphere that welcomes criminality (Charron 2009: 18). When disorder in both social and physical manifestations takes root in a community, it sends the message to offenders that informal social controls are weak (Clear 2007: 117). Offenders are then encouraged to commit criminal acts, with the result of greater criminal in these communities. When crime and disorder become commonplace, residents withdraw from community life thereby exacerbating the problem and sending the community into a spiral of crime and urban decline (Kohm 2009: 5). When a community becomes filled with degradation it is not uncommon for members to feel as if they are the 'unwanted' groups of society stuck in the poorest, most run down area to ensure the rest of society does not have to deal with them. This mentality produces
a disregard for their surrounding and anger against the state body that fails to adequately address the areas in which they live. This then reinforces individuals disregard for societal norms producing an increase in the criminal activities they see as necessary to produce enough money to leave the area of the ‘unwanted’.

Poverty is only one of the factors which can lead individuals to crime. The familial sphere is another realm that has a large impact on an individual’s choice to live a pro-social life and to divert from deviance. A pro-social life is one that enables an individual to think about the effects of their actions upon others and work towards making decisions that do not negatively affect those surrounding them nor their environment (Benabou and Tirole 2006: 1654). An individual’s childhood and the relationships they maintain with their family play an integral role in their lives and ultimately influence their decisions. Shaw and McKay argue that it is the family relationships and their connectivity that have the highest correlation to criminality: solid, enduring connections reduce the potential for, and attractiveness of, criminal lifestyles, while weak or absent connections encourage the opposite outcome. A solid family life, however constructed, plays a large role in a child’s future (Gibson et al 2010: 33; Karp 1998: 65; Sampson et al 1999: 635). The impact of poverty on parenting is complex and multi-faceted, and is apparent in the quality of family life, self-efficacy of family members, and connectedness between them (France and Hamel 2007: 230).

Research has confirmed that both living in dysfunction and single parent households increases the risk of crime among their members (Clear 2007: 88). Relationship instability within families has been found to be prominent among delinquent
youths (Blackburn 1993: 165). Wright stated single parent households have a greater representation among non-white households versus white households. His research into American inner city neighbourhoods documented that 75% of white households had two-parent families versus non-white households in which 38% had two-parent households (Wright 2009: 331; Blackburn 1993: 165). Women are predominantly single parents within these areas and spend the majority of their time trying to survive financially (Clear 2007: 88). These women face the dual hardships of rearing children on their own bearing the financial burden of the family. Women often try to work more than one job; leaving the children of the community unsupervised with no role models or mentors present to encourage them to lead pro-social lives (Wooldredge 2007: 241; Clear 2007: 88; Clear 2008: 7; Elam 2008: 41).

Researchers have found that rates of both property and personal crimes were higher within communities where fathers were absent in the childrearing process (Blackburn 1993: 167). A lack of a father figure has been identified as being a factor that significantly impacts male youths in their decisions whether to be involved with criminal deviance. Within communities of high poverty and criminality, male role models are often few and far between; in fact, a large percentage of males within the high risk areas of Toronto have had a past record of deviance at some point. A youth who has a father with a history of incarceration has an increased chance of criminality. (Zeman and Bressan 2006: 14).

Child monitoring becomes a difficult task for single mothers who are trying to provide for their families (Takahashi 2008: 33). Children are often left on their own while
the parent tries to make enough money to support the family (Takahashi 2008: 33).

Studies have identified that children who are monitored less by their parents are more likely to engage in criminal behaviour (Rankin and Quane 2008: 82; Fitzgerald 2009: 8; Rossem 2008: 562). Youth who face little monitoring, and who live in areas where the connectiveness of the community is low, tend to spend much of their time with others in similar situations (Fitzgerald 2010: 5). In their research into the lives of offending youth in Toronto, Zeman and Bressan found that youths who reported spending most of their time with friends had higher reported instances of property offences (93%) and violence (57%) than youth who spent the majority of time with their families. As well, youth who spent most of their time unmonitored were most likely to associate with peers who had aggressive tendencies or criminal affiliations (Zeman and Bressan 2006: 16).

Fitzgerald’s 2006 study on youth delinquency among students in grades 7-9 documented that approximately one third (35%) of students reported that their parents rarely or never knew who they were with when they went out. About one in six indicated they spent time with a group of friends who were committing illegal acts (Fitzgerald 2009: 8). Research by Rossem documented that 80% of youth crimes were not committed by a single individual acting alone, but in a group. Their research noted that criminality among youths was stronger when conducted among like individuals within a group (Rossem 2008: 562). Youth tend to attract friends with similar socio-economic backgrounds who can understand the circumstances of each other’s lives. Thus, youth who are from low socio-economic backgrounds whose parents are unable to consistently monitor them congregate, and this can be a leading factor of criminality and foster gang activity. The circumstances within these specific communities for youth make the
financial rewards of criminal deviance a strong recruitment mechanism (Fitzgerald 2010: 6; Blackburn 1993: 165; Hay et el 2006: 328). When youth faced with similar social and economic situations band together it can provide a sense of power that can produce positive energy for change, but can also produce powerful disruption and dysfunction with a neighbourhood. Youth who feel as if there is nothing positive in their future can use the strength in numbers to commit deviant acts and create careers of criminality. State regulated responses to such actions that incarcerate youth do not resolve the problems as they are incarcerated with youth from similar life circumstances. This only further perpetuates the problems and releases them back into the community often more entrenched in criminality then they were previously.

Delinquency has also been found to be high in families less inclined to participate in recreational or social activities, as well as with parents who lack community involvement (Blackburn 1993: 165; Hay et el 2006: 328). Researchers have also found that fragmented families who are in constant conflict with one another produce children who commit greater deviant acts. Thus, families where parents have greater conflicts, in the form of disagreements or hostile attitudes, produce a breeding ground for criminality (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 33). Family violence can also be a high trigger for crime (Leschied et el 2008: 456). Youth who live with domestic violence very commonly look outside the home for ways to deal with the anger and hostility in their personal lives (Yonas 2010: 43). This often influences youth to commit violent acts in an effort to deal with their family experience, but is also a directly learned trait from their parents (Yonas 2010: 44). Youth who experience this type of domestic violence present a higher likelihood of being abusive themselves in an intimate relationship, and of
demonstrating violent tendencies (Anderson 1999: 213). Being the targeted victim of abuse within the family also increases the odds of delinquency at a later age (Yoans et. el. 2010: 38; Johansson 2009: 229). Furthermore, victims of child maltreatment may lack positive role models and supervision within the family. Statistics show that 78% of youths who were mistreated growing up, 55% of youth with a history of physical abuse and 60% of youth who have been neglected will have a relationship with the criminal justice system (Yoans 2010: 41). An absence of a positive parental relationship, poor monitoring or supervision, abuse and conflict within the home become high predictors of criminal deviance (Clear 2007: 85)

Poor educational attainment is another high predictor of criminality, which is found in dysfunctional communities. Research has shown the higher an individual’s level of academic achievement, the lower are their chances of conflict with the legal system (Payne 2008: 430; Petersilia 2003: 33). When a youth perceives there is little connection between the school’s curriculum and their future, the youth becomes more vulnerable to involvement in deviant behaviour (Browning 2008: 30). Since most schools generally set middle to upper class careers as goals, those who struggle academically or see those jobs as simply unattainable, are also more likely to rebel (Browning 2008: 30). The tendency of schools to group students according to academic achievement and behaviour will also tend to result in congregations of students who have negative perceptions of education within the same classroom, creating a greater likelihood of delinquency and dropping out of school (Browning 2008: 30; Natsuaki et el 2008: 433). This research was made evident in a study done on Toronto secondary students in 2008, which found that youth from high
poverty areas are disproportionally more likely to drop out of school and experience long periods of unemployment (Zeman and Bressan 2006: 12).

Furthermore, youth who live in high poverty communities are more likely to have friends that do not value education, which undermines their own commitment to education and academic achievement (Rankin and Quane 83, 2002). Research has concluded that success in school serves as an important preventative measure in decreasing criminal deviancy, and anti-social behaviour (Pertersilia 2003: 33). Academics can serve as a positive stabilizing influence among youth whose family and social circumstances are dysfunctional; however it remains difficult to engage youth within these community typologies (Hennen 2007: 42-50).

Exterior factors affecting criminality include employment status and housing stability. These two factors are implications of the previous factors discussed above. Unemployment remains elevated within high poverty, high risk neighbourhoods (Griffiths 2007: 7). As discussed previously, those within these communities face low education and high incarceration rates, rendering their suitability for employment questionable for many employers (Takahashi 2008: 33). Offenders within these circumstances face a heightened risk of recidivism and criminality due to the complications they face in finding a stable income (Takahashi 2008: 33). Costs of taking care of their families, paying restitution and program fees add up quickly and place offenders in considerably difficult, high stress situations. Barron identifies an individual’s perception of themselves within the employment market as a large predictor of criminal involvement, as often it is how they perceive their value within this market that allows
them to either participate in the market in a law-abiding way or to enter it through the ‘back door of deviance’. This is linked with the ‘schooling theory’ which posits that youth who do not envision themselves as obtaining a career within the market or do not predict acquiring a successful career as realistic, are significantly more likely to experience unemployment and criminality in their future (Baron 2008: 400).

Lack of employment makes the acquisition of stable housing a difficult task. Housing instability tends to highly correlate with poverty, low education, a past history of incarceration, lack of a positive social network and addictions (clear 2007: 67). An absence of stable housing can be linked to criminal deviance more than any other standalone factor (Griffiths et el 2007: 7). Unstable housing exacerbates limited employment opportunities, undermines efforts to maintain relationships or gain any new relationships, which could assist in living a pro-social life (Griffiths 2007: 7).

There are significant factors within dysfunctional communities that correlate with conflict and criminality. Poverty, unstable as well as unsuitable housing and unemployment are the main issues faced within these communities. Solutions to crime must look to addressing the social justice issues in order to see results. Incarceration will not address these important, much larger structural issues affecting dysfunctional communities.

**Criminal Justice System**

The purpose of the Canadian criminal justice system is to provide and render justice within Canadian society. Justice is constructed to meet the needs of the
community by creating a safe and just society, and to emphasize fairness and protection of public safety (Department of Justice 2009: 1). This is produced by placing limits on acceptable behaviors and by implementing various punishments for breaches of those limits and to deter further criminal deviance (Corrections Canada 2010: 1). Incarceration has been the predominant mechanism used as punishment in Canada. The reality is 75% of those incarcerated will reoffend within three years of their release from prison (Kurlycheck and Kempinen 2006; Kubrin and Stewart 2006; Bales et el 2008; Resig et el 2007; Petersilia 2003; Hennen 2004). The longer an individual stays incarcerated, the greater the chance they will recidivate. This criminal justice approach to get tougher on crime has produced little results in the form of justice (Clear 2007: 36). The implementation of sentencing reforms to address the over-incarceration of marginalized populations has been met with difficulty. As the populations, seeking community-based sentences have high-risk profiles that make it difficult for a judge to produce a community sentence for such an offender (Bonta et el 1997: 133; Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 37; Braken et el 2009: 66). Thus, provisions though presenting theoretical hope did not provide any realistic possibility of illustrating what it set forth. The sentencing amendments have simply identified the criminal justice systems inability to address the issues of the overrepresentation with in marginalized populations. The rhetoric displayed by the courts was simply providing false hope for what could not realistically occur.

The production of justice for the state versus the production of justice for the communities overrepresented within the criminal justice system is conflicted. Justice is intended to protect the safety of the public however justice has not done so in the
communities at risk. Justice has taken individuals away from the community only to return them worse off than they were previously. Justice within the criminal justice has not produce the goals it has intended for the dysfunctional communities.

The criminal justice systems production of justice is not adequately represented within the results it obtains. The system has become one that serves only itself. It has failed at reducing criminal deviance within communities, it has failed to deter individuals from recidivating, and finally, the system has failed to mend the harm caused to victims and communities. The criminal justice system remains a cyclical process constantly promoting incarceration, and failing at decreasing crime within Canada’s communities. Most criminal justice reforms have focused on improving the structure, process, and techniques by which offenders are treated or punished, but never questions the reasons why these actions occur or the effects they have (Bazemore 1998: 775).

The criminal justice process has become an offender-centered process in which crimes are committed against the state (Hindle and Rosen 2004: 2). Bazemore established that the only questions asked when a crime is committed are who did it and what should be done to them (Bazemore 1998: 768). The focus on punishment, however, often encourages the offender to concentrate on themselves and the circumstances they are currently in, rather than on the victim and others who have experienced harm as a result of a criminal act. The accused become focused on how to best navigate their way through the system (Bazemore 1998: 791; Hindle and Rosen 2004: 4; Cooley 2002: 6). It is here that the true value of justice diminishes. Within this process no reparation for the harm as been produced and all those affect have been adjacent to the process. Justice in this
instance has not mended the harm of the community, it has not decreased the criminality nor risk in the neighbourhood, it has not enabled the victim closure and repair and it has not held the offender accountable the consequences of their actions.

**Offenders are not the only ones dismissed in the criminal proceedings. Victims are silenced, made invisible and forgotten. Victim participation is generally limited to acting as a witness for the state. This denies the victim the opportunity to publicly air their losses or vent their anger and frustrations towards the offender and the court process (Hindle and Rosen 2004: 5). A victim’s absence from the process denies them any opportunity for closure or healing through the court system.**

The criminal justice system does not produce victim participation; it has produced little if any results for offenders and has done nothing to address the dysfunction within communities. An individual-centered approach to addressing dysfunction does not work; (Lemley 2004: 45) this is evident in the understanding of both the results and processes of the criminal justice system. Locking an individual up for the crimes they committed does not change their circumstances when they return to their dysfunctional community. Once they return to such a community, the odds are against them for maintaining desistance. 

**Incarceration**

On any given day in Canada in 2008/9, 37,301 adults and 1,898 youth were in custody (StatsCan 2009: 1). These results implicate an incarceration rate of 117 people for every 100,000 of the population (StatsCan 2009: 2). Canada’s incarceration rate has tended to be higher than most Western and European countries, with the most significant exception being the United States (StatsCan 2009: 1). In Ontario, the Black community
represents the majority of offenders incarcerated at 30% (15% incarcerated, 15% supervised), while the Aboriginal community is the second highest represented within the Ontario jails at 15% (11% incarcerated and 6% supervised) (Mangan 2009: 1). Those incarcerated are likely to have numerous previous incarcerations in maximum-security prisons and with significant time spent in solitary confinement; most have lengthy criminal records and 80 per cent manifest some form of drug or alcohol addiction (Clear 2007: 66). In addition, those who serve carceral sentences are more likely to have an unstable economic record characterized by an inconsistent employment history prior to entering prison and homelessness; most have children awaiting their release. In dysfunctional communities, serving a jail sentence has become a normalized, so much so that these communities see incarceration as a normative function of their society (Petersilia 2003: 21; Clear 2007: 67).

For some families the cycle of incarceration and release poses a serious strain on the family bonds and financial well-being, as family members must either find means to support the costs of maintaining contact with their incarcerated loved one, or simply surrender to no-contact until his or her release date (Clear 2007: 73; Takahashi 2008: 68).

Those who go to prison leave families behind them who have to suffer the consequences of their actions through greater poverty due to the loss of a second income and the loss of a parent. Although the second income may have been through criminal actions that income plays a substantial role in the ability of that family to survive financial. A sudden loss in income puts a single-parent in a difficult situation. Unless they have strong social supports to aid them within this process a loss of someone to incarceration can lead them to poverty (Takahashi 2008: 69). The loss of a parent
decreases the level of monitoring available for their children. A single parent with only a single income makes it very difficult to juggle the financial as well as child monitoring pressure that exist within such a situation.

Not only does the loss of a parent have affects on the family and surrounding social support system, but it has affects on the community as well. As stated previously single parent's households have greater difficult monitoring their children due to their financial obligations. Statistics that were evident earlier on in this chapter documented children who were unmonitored and lacked a father figure had a greater likelihood to commit deviant acts. Incarceration thus can have a large impact on the community the individuals come from as well as the family.

The longer an individual is incarcerated, the greater is their sense of isolation (Bales and Mears 2008: 303). A lack of visitation only increases the feeling that they are in a world completely distinct from the one they lived in previously. Research has documented that few offenders actually receive steady visitation during their period of incarceration. 58% of inmates report receiving no visitation during their incarceration, and among those who did receive visitation, most common visitors tended to be parents (27%), relatives (22%), friends (12%) and significant others or spouses (5%) (Bales and Mears 2008: 304). Among all those incarcerated, the average amount of visitations within a year was four (Bales and Mears 2008: 305). Those who received visits had a significant lower recidivism rate (30.7%) than those who received no visitations at all (Bales and Mears 2008: 305). The implications of such disconnections for inmates' sense of 'belonging' to, and connection with, family and community are significant as this loss of
attachment increase their chance of recidivism through the feeling they have nothing to lose but themselves.

Through their period of incarceration, offenders go through a process of institutionalization as they learn how to survive within a penal facility. The longer an individual is incarcerated, the greater the difficulty they will experience attempting to reintegrate back into society (Kurkychek and Kempinen 2006: 364). The process of institutionalization allows offenders to see prison as survivable and no longer something to be feared (Clear 2007: 66). This often increases criminality as the offenders know if they get caught for another crime, they can come back to prison and survive the time they need to in order to get back out onto the streets (Petersilia 2003: 28; Clear 2007: 67).

Lack of effective rehabilitative outcomes through incarceration has achieved little for dysfunctional communities. The process of incarceration enhances an individual’s criminal network, which can lead to greater criminality within their community upon release.

*Reintegration and Recidivism: How it all Unravels*

The reintegration process comprises of the mechanisms and support given to the offender in order to aid a successful integration into the community. It has had a relatively low success rate with two-thirds of offenders or 75% re-incarcerated within three years of their release (Kurlycheck and Kempinen 2006: 364; Kubrin and Stewart 2006: 172; Bales et al 2008: 288; Resig et al 2007: 409; Petersilia 2003: 3; Hennen 2004: 41). When individuals are returning to a community that lacks the social services necessary to support their effective re-entry, and is filled with social justice issues that influenced their criminality initially it remains difficult for desistance to be maintained.
Current research estimates that approximately 30% to 50% of all new prison admissions are probation and parole breaches (Resig et al. 2007: 409). Recidivism is highest among drug and property offences (Resig et al. 2007: 409). Offenders who have a drug addiction have an 83% re-arrest rate and are ten times more likely to recidivate than those without a drug addiction (Denning and Homel 2008: 207). Criminal recidivism can also occur due to unresolved problems previous to release. Offenders with high recidivism rates tend to manifest low coping skills and are unable to recognize and resolve problems (Zambie and Quinsey 1999: 13). One of the consequences of insufficient coping mechanisms is enhanced stress which can often trigger criminal activity as a coping mechanism (Zambie and Vernon 1999: 13; Zamble and Quinsey 1999: 13).

93% of all offenders are released into the community (Petersilia 2003: 3; Braga et al. 2009: 412). How these individuals reintegrate into the community becomes a vital piece in their shift to leading pro-social lives or leading a life towards further incarceration. The most important tools that can aid an effective integration are employment, housing and social support. Employment creates a structured routine that assists offender’s adjustment to life out of custody while improving their self-esteem, quality of life, and social connectedness to the community (Griffiths et al. 2007: 17). Employment, however, is very difficult to come by for those with a criminal history, and even harder within the low-income, high crime areas they reside (Clear 2007: 230). Where offenders are able to locate and sustain employment, research has determined that the rate of pay they receive can be as much 30% lower than those without a criminal history (Petersilia 2003: 40).
Housing, the support of family and a stable social network are additional factors which can facilitate the successful reintegration of offenders into the community (Clear and Rose 1998: 445). While employment and housing are significant challenges over which the criminal justice system has little control, involving family and social networks in the reintegration process is less problematic (De Beus and Rodriguez 2007: 340). If the system is truly committed to justice and rehabilitation, the facility of restorative justice mechanisms to engage family and reinvigorate social networks suggests that a commitment to restorative processes offers one means by which the system can aid in offender reintegration and rehabilitation.

A stable social network can aid in creating and establishing an effective social network which will allow the offender to create employment opportunities and establish other pro-social connections within the community (Griffiths 2007: 20). Believing that others care about them aids the offender to feel they are being accepted back into the community and are able to begin to rebuild their lives (Bales et al 2008: 291). An important attribute for an effective integration into the communities is believing that you have a community to integrate within. If one does not believe they have a community to integrate within then the integration process becomes a difficult one as the individual has no social networks to aid in the reintegration, nor do they have a community to integrate to.

Access to programs is an important aspect of an offender’s successful re-entry into the community (Astbury 2008: 33). Community based programs have been proven to have a greater effectiveness as they are able to apply the skills they learn within the
programs directly to their lives (Astbury 2008: 33). A lack of access to these programs within their community can pose a greater risk of ineffective integration and recidivism.

An important aspect to the reintegration process that is often forgotten is the victim. The victim plays an important role within the reintegration process, as they are the ones who will be directly affected by the offender. This being said the victim is often ignored and is not notified when the offender has been released within the community. For some victims being notified their perpetrator is being released can be a matter of life and death and thus ignoring the victim can pose greater danger upon their lives (Petersilia 2003: 164).

The above research illustrates the characteristics of individuals who are at risk to end up in a life of deviancy. The picture painted identifies criminality and dysfunction with in such neighbourhoods as factors that have influenced community members’ criminal activity. Incarceration will not eliminate the factors influencing criminality, nor will it be able to eliminate the criminality that persists. Significant issues within the community remain and need to be addressed in order to decrease the dysfunction and crime within these urban communities.

Shaw and McKay perceive the genesis of crime and dysfunction within dysfunctional and marginalized communities in a way that is separate from the social justice issues discussed previously. As their theory of social disorganization states, the social justice issues that run rampant within communities do not cause the dysfunction experienced in such neighbourhood, this is caused by the lack of social control and connectivity among its members. The theory of social disorganization is explained below.
Social disorganization refers to disorder within a community produced by the inability to realize the common values of its residents and maintain effective social controls (Sampson and Groves 1989: 780). Shaw and McKay's research on juvenile delinquency and urban areas found that delinquency was not based on individual characteristics of the community, but it was based on the inability of the residents of that community to be able to act collectively to address problems such as crime (Fitzgerald and Carrington 2008: 6; Sampson and Groves 1989: 779; Jacob 2006: 34). Shaw and McKay solutions to crime and dysfunction start by the engagement of the community to act collectively in order to take back their communities. Within this framework the local community is viewed as a complex system of friendship and kinship networks, associational ties rooted in family life and ongoing socialization processes (Sampson and Groves 1989: 777). When the community's social networks are unable to act collectively to produce a set of values and enforce social control within their neighbourhood disorganization can persist.

The theory establishes that social networks based within the community are the core of social control (Coleman 1988: 100). Social control is a mechanism that attempts to regulate both individual and group behaviours to produce compliance to a specific set of norms or values (Hay et al 2006: 328). When residents have social control collective norms are established within the neighbourhood and they feel more comfortable within the area (Clear 2007: 225). Neighbourhood norms are the rules and regulations of the area which produce a set of values that add to, and reinforce, individuals' social connectiveness (Sampson and Groves 1989: 779). The norms exist in order to produce advantages for the community (Coleman 1988: 104). Norms reinforced by social support,
status and other rewards are the social capital that builds communities, strengthens families and leads people to work for the public and collective good (Coleman 1988: 105). The production of social control and social connectivity for those who are living in dysfunctional communities may seem out of reach; however increased social connectivity among the members of the community can produce strength and a sense of empowerment for that community. This type of empowerment is not something that can be produced by the state or by mechanisms of incarceration, as it is fundamentally an act of the community taking back the community.

Self-regulation of a community is important, without it, the state will step in and regulate the community for its residents. State regulation can come into force through greater surveillance of the community, and thus higher incarceration rates in attempts an effort to rid the community of criminal activity. As the state takes over however, the problems of social disorganization do not diminish, but worsen as the community’s social control diminishes (Rose and Clear 1998: 9). State regulation weakens social ties, community members withdraw from the community and leave the problem-solving to the state (Rose and Clear 1998: 9). The state does not reconstruct community bonds, nor does the state work on individual’s civic engagement with the community (Rose and Clear 1998: 10). Once under assault from the regulatory interests of the state, weakened social networks can turn a community from facing issues of disorganization to entering a state of disrepair. The state can create greater alienation among the community instead of decreasing it (Rose and Clear 1998: 55).
This chapter has provided an understanding of the causes and consequences of dysfunctional communities and has argued the criminal justice system’s inability to address these issues. It is time to begin to think about alternatives to mainstream processes by looking at community and restorative processes. This will be discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 3: Restorative and Community Justice – What does that really mean?

“So we make mistakes—can you say you (the current system) don’t make mistakes....If you don’t think you do, walk through our community, every family will have something to teach you...By getting involved, by all of us taking responsibility, it is not that we won’t make mistakes....But we would be doing it together, as a community instead of having it done to us. We need to find peace within our lives...in our communities. We need to make real differences in the way people act and the way we treat others...Only if we empower them and support them can they break out of this trap”. -Rose Couch, Community Justice Coordinator, Kwalin Dun First Nations, Yukon, Canada (Karp 1998: 353).

The previous chapter has outlined the significant social justice issues that have affected urban-based dysfunctional communities. It is evident that the solutions supported by the criminal justice system, such as restorative and community justice initiatives, have inadequately addressed the issues faced within these communities. Communities within an urban dynamic who face great dysfunction now look to the alternatives of community and restorative justice with optimism. The following chapter will briefly outline the principles of both restorative and community justice. Through this research, restorative justice has been identified as a micro approach to establishing justice within a community, by targeting specifically those that are harmed by the crime victim, offender, and community members. Community justice is seen a macro-focused approach focusing on community development as the end goal, as opposed to the specific repair of the criminal act committed. While it is unclear whether either approach has the ability to effectively address the social justice issues characterizing the discussion that follows will examine the approach and ideas exemplified in community and restorative. Following this, discussion will turn to an introduction of Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto’s
Community Council program and Restorative Resolutions the two community-based programs that have been selected for analysis.

The evolution of alternatives to state regulated criminal sanctions has increased the development and focus of restorative and community justice practices. The increasing failure as well as the backlog of the criminal justice system has resulted in the greater use of restorative practice as alternatives to incarceration. Communities have faced the effects of the criminal justice system through over incarceration, high crime rates and the overall destruction of the areas within which they live. These areas have become highly dysfunctional causing its members to feel ignored and silenced as they feel the state is not aiding them in regaining their communities, but contributing to the increasing destruction they see around them. They no longer feel they are fighting against crime; they feel lost in a process that excludes and disempowers them. They now look beyond state regulation toward restorative and community justice as opportunities to construct more meaningful, inclusive and positive processes for redressing crime and conflict. It is a search for a process that is about and involves those who are affected by crime.

The criminal justice system has come to rely on the use of restorative sanctions as part of the sentencing process. Restorative processes and practices have been adopted as alternatives to incarceration in an attempt to address the recidivism and over-incarceration rates as well as improve the administration of justice to those who do not share the system's western legal tradition. Restorative justice practice unites a growing number of community leaders and justice professionals around a common understanding
that the criminal justice system is not producing the results expected or necessary to maintain safe communities (Bazemore 1998: 774).

Restorative Justice

The principle of restorative justice is about alleviating or mending the harm caused by a criminal act and restoring the community to the way it was prior to the act or actions that caused the harm. Currently the criminal justice system is focused on the offender. Questions that are asked are formulated around determining individual culpability and punishment. The actions and the mental state of the offender remain the focus within a criminal trial. The harm caused is usually only reflected upon when the evidence of the case is displayed, and its translation from experience to evidence often excludes or marginalizes the victim and the human face of victimization (Strang and Sherman 2003: 16). Even in situations where the offender is found guilty, victims as well as others affected by the crime are estranged from the process (Strang and Sherman 2003: 16; Bazemore 1998: 767; Dhami 2009: 433; Hindle and Rosen 2004: 4).

Offender rehabilitation, within and outside of incarceration, has been an individual based treatment model, which is seen as insular and one-dimensional (Bazemore 1998: 769). This model works on the offender’s return into society by addressing the characteristics influencing their criminality. Formalizing a process around the offender decreases the magnitude of the crime through silencing those harmed (Rodrigues 2007: 357; Bazemore 1998: 769; Menkel-Meadow 2007: 164). It places no responsibility on the offender to address the pain caused, nor does it produce accountability for the crime(s) committed. Successful re-entry into their community
remains difficult when the impact of the crime and those affected by it are taken out of the equation.

A common issue within the criminal justice system and offender-centered approaches is their inability to provide victims with a process of reparation. There are emotional and psychological dimensions to the loss that are ignored by this, as "victims themselves say the emotional harm is healed, as opposed to compensated for, by an act of emotional repair" (2003: 22). Without engaging the relevant issues for the victim involved, an offender's return into society can be problematic. Herman and Wasserman state "For many who have struggled to overcome the consequences of their victimization, the release of offenders may revive trauma, renew fears, heighten tensions, and threaten personal safety" (2001: 428). The failure to address the existing problems can produce an increased sense of vulnerability for the victim through mistrust, anger, shame, or self-blame (Strand and Sherman 2003: 22; Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 88). Removing the victim from a victimized state begins by providing them with the opportunity to receive a greater understanding of the crime that happened to them. In order for this to occur, it is important for the victim to receive justification for the acts committed in the form of the reasoning behind the crime, as well as why they were the chosen target. Integral to this process is an apology from the offender representing their responsibility for the crime, and the victim's blameless position within it (Strand and Sherman 2003: 23; Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 89). Producing accountability for the actions of the offender by the offender is a way for the victim to feel an acknowledgement of the harm perpetrated upon them physically, mentally and emotionally (Williams 2005: 57; Menkel-Meadow 2007: 164). This can enable validation of their experiences and provide the victim with a
higher level of safety and a greater understanding of what had happened to them. This will provide them with a lower level of anxiety about the potential of encountering the offender within the community and create a greater possibility of the victim accepting the offender’s presence within the neighbourhood once again (Herman and Wasserman 2001: 429).

The offender-centered process robs not only victims, and those affected by the crime but also robs the offender of any ability to take the necessary steps forward to truly mend what has been done. The offender-centered process makes it far easier for the offender as they are able to ignores the crime and harm they committed by focusing on other aspects of their lives. The easy route however does not provide the accountability that is necessary to truly manifest justice. Such intervention strategies may aid the offender in acquiring the tools necessary to become a productive member of society, but does not provide the community or victim with healing or closure. This process can illustrate an offender’s return to society, but does not navigate their reintegration. For a process of reintegration to occur, effective stages of reparation to the victim and community must be initiated. Without effective reintegration an offender’s return to the community can be faced with rejection and resentment, which can lead the offender towards their past social networks creating a stronger potential for recidivism.

Restorative justice shifts focus from an offender-centered process, to one that strives to address the harm caused by the act and holds offenders responsible for apology, harm-reduction and reparations for the crime (Cooley 2002: 1; Hindle and Rosen 2004: 2; Cormier 2002: 2; Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 54; McCold 2004: 14). Essential to restorative justice is the recognition of the community, rather than criminal justice
agencies, as the primary site of crime control (Cooley 2002: 3; De Beus and Rodriguez 2007: 338; Bazemore 1998: 769). Within this process, outcomes seek to change all parties affected by the crime, not just the offender, focusing on healing, reparation, reintegration, safety and sense of community (Bazemore 1999: 14; McCold 2004: 15; Rossner 2008: 1735). Instead of asking who committed the crime and how should they be punished, questions are centered around the nature of the crime; repairing the harm and illustrating responsibility (Bazemore 1999: 16; Cooley 2002: 779).

Restorative justice literature presents many viewpoints and has yet to form one distinct definition of restorative justice. However, a common thread throughout them all is evident; and can be demonstrated as the concentration of repairing the harm caused by crime and restoring parties to a state of repair or wholeness (Johnson 2003: 8; McCold 2004: 14; Bazemore 1998: 779; Roberts 2007: 86; Cooley 2002: 772; Bazemore 1999: 12; Dhami and Joy 2006: 10; Bazemore 2000: 230). Marshall defines restorative justice as “…a process whereby parties with a stake in a particular offence collectively resolve how to deal with the aftermath of the offence and its implications for the future” (Marshall 1999: 5). Cormier offers the follow definition,

“Restorative justice is an approach to justice that focuses on repairing the harm caused by crime while holding the offender responsible for his or her actions, by providing an opportunity for the parties directly affected by a crime – victim(s), offender and community – to identify and address their needs in the aftermath of a crime, and seek a resolution that affords healing, reparation and reintegration, and prevents future harm.” (Cormier 2002: 3)

The focus in restorative justice is not on establishing guilt or exacting punishment, but on repairing what has been damaged while minimizing the extent of possible future crime (Hindle and Rosen 2004: 2; Rodrigues 2007: 357). Crime is described as having three
main impacts: physical, financial and emotional. The most devastating impact of crime is the emotional effect (Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 8). Lemley argues that crime is a violation of relationships. It is a breakdown of social bonds that link individuals and communities as well as a cause of further weakening in these bonds (Bazemore 1998: 772; Bazemore 1999:13; Chaskin and Joseph 2010: 326; Souza and Dhami 2008: 14; Bails and Mears 2008: 328; Bazemore 1998: 772; Kubrin and Stewart 2006: 178). The focus of justice, Lemley argues, should be on fixing those relationships to be stronger than they once were and thus, decreasing the possibility of this harm occurring again (Lemley 2004: 6; Johnson 2003: 9). An important part of that process is the inclusion of citizens, community groups, victims, and offenders in that process. This is initiated through the offender identifying accountability for their actions and the consequences of them (Bazemore 1998: 772; Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 76; Dhami et al 2009:437; Taylor et al 1997: 39; Bazemore 1998: 779; Menkel-Meadow 2007: 170; Clear 2007: 182; Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 33).

Justice in the state based system currently results in the offender playing a passive role, never really having to get involved in the process or take responsibility for their actions. The victim remains absent within the process and the community is only allowed involvement through jury participation or voting, or as an absent, passive audience for the theatre of the criminal justice system and the trial process. These fragile linkages to the criminal justice system do little to repair the damage that has been caused by crime and conflict. It is important in restorative justice practices to have the offender take responsibility for their actions. Part of the offender accepting this responsibility, is
taking the necessary steps towards mending the harm they have caused and becoming an active member in mending the wrongs that have been committed.

It is important to identify restorative justice as a process, rather than a particular program model. It is a process that takes time, energy and the participation of all parties involved; offender, victim and community (Umbriet 2007: 25). All actors have a specific role to play within the restorative process. The absence of any actor discredits this process and does not truly address the harm caused, nor does it allow the individuals affected to see the full impact of the crimes committed or experience the full potential of a restorative response to crime. True restoration must originate from the individual willing to be a part of the practice of correcting the wrongs that have been caused. Unwillingness to participate in the restorative justice process can produce negative outcomes for all parties involved (Williams 2005: 62). The offender’s participation can produce hostility towards the community and the victim with the possibility of producing re-victimization of the victim which causes further harm. Williams illustrates an offender’s disgruntled or hesitant participation with can yield insincerity or resentment towards the victim, which is unlikely to aid in their restoration and has greater potential to cause further harm through revictimization (2005: 66). Bazemore states forced participation can cause the feeling of degradation and isolation of the offender, which can weaken social bonds and heighten the risk to public safety (Bazemore 1998: 790). The state of the offender’s willingness and ability to participate in such a process is important in its ability to produce restorative gains and ensure the safety of the victim.

As stated previously, all parties play a vital role in the process of restorative justice. The offender’s role within the restorative process is their obligation to repair the
harm to victim(s) and the community (Bazemore 1998: 778). The community’s role begins by denouncing the deviant behaviour and by demonstrating that they are engaged in assisting victims and offenders in the process of restoration. They are there to identify the ways in which the criminal act harmed the community at large and have an obligation for involvement and participation in the sanctioning process. They must assist in the reintegration of offenders, establishing social control as well as repair damaged relationships (Bazemore 1998: 772). The victims role is to be a key stakeholder in the decision making process, to present their story as well as the losses incurred and the affects it has had on their life (Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 90). For victims the restorative process has the potential to address their sense of safety, through providing them with answers to their questions. This allows the victim to be provided with a greater understanding of what has occurred, which can aid in resolving any feelings of blame. Most importantly, this process offers the victim an opportunity to feel empowered, through the recognition of the harm that was committed to them as well as provide the possibility of restitution (Bazemore 1998: 771; Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 91)

Restorative justice supplies the offender with opportunities to develop social skills, the capacity to avoid future crime and obtain as well as mend relationships within the community and offers the potential for reintegration into society (Bazemore 1998: 771). The community has a chance to receive the results of a safer environment, an accessible justice process and accountability for the crimes committed. The process of restoration is not a small process and when executed properly, it can have great affects on individuals and communities. The end goal of this process is to establish a balanced and adequate social control within the community.
There are three main types of restorative justice programs: victim-offender mediation, family/community conferencing and sentencing circles. All three processes focus on bringing those affected by the crime together in attempts to heal and move towards positive outcomes for both the individual victims and the community as a whole. The restorative movement does not have one set format, but is able to use guidelines to inform its practices to best fit the community it serves. Programs can operate at any of the five stages in the criminal justice, which are before an offender has been charged, prior to trial, previous to sentencing, after an offender has been sentenced and previous to their release (Latimer et al 2001: 2; Hindle and Rosen 2004: 9; Cooley 2002: 5).

Victim-offender mediation is generally referred to as VOM or VORP (Victim-Offender Reconciliation Programs). Victim-Offender mediation is a process that involves victims and offenders coming together to solve conflict and repair the harm created by the crime (Nugent et al 2003: 137; Proulx 2003: 30). This process promotes open dialogue between the parties illustrating the harm caused while also providing offender accountability (Lemley 2004: 53; Umbriet 1999: 216; Wemmers and Cyr 2005: 532). Offender accountability is initiated through presenting an apology to the victim with the recognition of the harm they have caused. It is guided by a trained mediator who facilitates the dialogue to produce mutual participation and problem solving (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 102; Umbriet 1999: 215). Mediations can induce various forms of emotion and participants must be prepared for this fact. It is vital that the victim feel that they have been able to share their experiences and be a part of a resolution process, which, acknowledges that the act committed against them was significant, and which prioritizes their issues and needs.
Bazemore and Schiff differentiate VOM from group conferencing or FGC as it did not emerge from the victim's movement and was established as a way to address the actions of the offender (2001: 174). Conferencing invokes the participation of the victim, offender and their communities of care (Bazemore 2001: 175; McGarrell and Kroovand 2007: 223; Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 167). Conferencing is often used for juvenile offenders and is facilitated by a youth justice worker. The Family Group Conferencing Project (FGCP) of Toronto sees the purpose of FGC “to better enable family groups to have a voice in developing and implementing plans to ensure the emotional and physical safety and well being of children through increasing the creative use, integration and mobilization of formal and informal procedures” (FGCP 2006: 10). Within this process, the offender must admit guilt and offer an apology to those harmed. The victim and their community of care will receive an opportunity to speak about the harm caused and provide recommendations for the decision (FGCP 2006: 18). All parties will agree upon a final decision, which normally includes restitution, a written apology and community service.

Sentencing circles are designed to encourage local community participation in resolving conflict (Coates et al 2003: 265). They function as an alternative to a formal court hearing and are most often used within northern Aboriginal communities in Canada. There is not one specific process practiced by sentencing circles, as they tend to differ based on those running it. They can be presented in the form of diversion (within the community) or convened in a courtroom by a judge (Cameron 2007: 51). The idea of the sentencing circle is based on the assumption that putting everyone in a circle with equal opportunity to speak will eliminate the structural inequalities that are manifested within
the court process (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 133). Bazemore and Coates et al, have stated the intention of sentencing circles is to enhance community participation and stake in criminal justice, to provide the victim with a safe setting to be heard, and to offer an opportunity for the offender to own their actions and participate in constructing ways of accountability (Coates et al 2003: 266). The intentions of such practices have been met with resistance due to the belief it inadequately addresses the needs of victims. The safety of victims has been questioned and the process is thought to have the potential of causing re-victimization (Cunliffe and Cameron 2007: 35; Cameron 2007: 1021).

Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie further this point identifying the only difference between the criminal justice system and the sentencing circle for victims is that their re-victimization is done by their own community (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 153). NSW Attorney General’s Department (AGD) conducted an evaluation in 2008 and the analysis found that “Circle Sentencing did not influence the rate of reoffending or the seriousness of the offence for those that reoffended. It appears there is a conflict between people’s perceptions of the impact of Circle Sentencing on recidivism and the reality of the data” (NSW AGD 2008: 49). Cameron states the representation of effective sentencing circles erases and minimizes the experiences of victims and sees it as problematic to be involving victims within a process that has not proven to be safe (Cameron 2006: 59). Based on the above literature it is evident that evaluation is necessary to understand the present issues in regards to victim engagement in sentencing circles.

Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie state that although restorative programs have run for several years, only a small amount of evaluation on the effectiveness of the programs
in reference to recidivism rates exists (2005: 192; Menkel-Meadow 2007: 171; Cooley 2002: 23; McGarrel and Kroovand 2007: 222). Bazemore and Schiff establish that restorative programs have failed to build-in evaluation that can “assess practice and outputs against values, mission, and philosophy. Often this neglect is a result of financial concerns; evaluation can seem like a luxury when struggling to fund basic operations” (Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 94). Restorative practices have not received the evaluation necessary to understand the effects of each practice in reducing recidivism. Although the success of the process remains unclear, Umbriet’s research on VOM has illustrated two thirds of those participating in the process were satisfied with 92% of mediations reaching successful agreements (Umbriet 1999: 222). Although participant satisfaction has been documented, it is unsure to what extent Victim-Offender Mediation produces results in terms of recidivism (Nugent et al 2003; 164; Lemley 2004: 54). Research conducted by Hayes and Daily on Family Group Conferencing speculated its ability to create change among young offenders, however could not produce conclusive results on the program’s outcomes (2003: 757; Lemley 2004: 55). It is evident that greater research into the results produced for restorative justice must be taken up in order to understand the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of such programs.

Restorative justice processes have attempted to focus on increasing both victim and offenders ties within the community (Bazemore 1999: 55). A large critique of restorative justice is that it does not in fact produce such a balance and is largely offender based (Williams 2005: 57; Hindle and Phillip 2004: 20; Bazemore 1999: 12; Bazemore 1998: 12; Robinson and Shapland 2008: 340; Lemley 2004: 25). A large issue for such programs has been the low victim participation rates, however Williams states the low
rates are due to a victims concern that the offenders interests are placed before theirs (2005: 61; Cormier 2002: 13). An important aspect to the restorative process is the safety of victims. It is important that they have a safe place in the aftermath of the crime (Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 91). Victim’s safety, however, has been identified to be held at risk by some restorative processes. Part of this failure has to do with the exclusion of victims in the process of design and implementation of programs (Bazemore 2001: 94). In order to maintain this safety, their experiences and possible risks must be identified within this process. Cameron, Dickson-Gilmore and La prairie have identified a concern for victims within the restorative process (Dickson-Gilmore 2005: 152; Cunliffe and Cameron 2007: 35; Cameron 2007: 1021). Cameron calls for a “moratorium” for restorative practices in relation to intimate violence until research has established the assurance that such process will not produce re-victimization. As she states without this assurance such practices are gambling with the lives of victims (Cameron 2006: 59). Williams’ states no attempt has been made to understand what processes would actually be best for victims (2005: 88). An important aspect to the restorative process was to engage the victim in order to produce more effective results than the criminal justice system. Without taking the time to ensure restorative processes are in fact producing such goals it is risking the safety of those involved and thus producing results no different than the criminal justice system.

Essential to restorative justice programs is the reliance on volunteers to run them. In fact, without their assistance many programs would not exist. Program developers see the use of volunteers as a vital link to the community, providing and implementing the existing values and social norms (Umbriet et el 2007: 26). Volunteers assist in bridging
the gap between the community and the offenders, instituting the foundation for the
development of social relationships. They are established as the restorative program’s
foundation through their ability to extend their social networks and knowledge of social
programming to rebuild the offender’s social relationships within the community (Dhami
and Joy 2006: 10; Souza and Dhami 2008: 34; (Rodriguez 2007: 358; De Beus and
Rodriguez 2007: 338). Offenders often see state actors as unable to understand or
comprehend their life experiences, showing concern only because it is in their job
description. Volunteers however, present themselves to the program willingly, with no
attachments or financial benefits. The idea that volunteers participate out of a genuine
concern for the individuals who come forth to the program and the communities they
reside within, can be a powerful mechanism for change. Research on the participation of
volunteers has been concerned that they do not understand how the criminal justice
system works. Many programs still maintain a link to the formal system and it is
important volunteers have that understanding or the program has ensured there is staff
among the workers who have the knowledge necessary (Souza and Dhami 2008: 45).

Restorative justice has been critiqued for imposing a one-size-fits-all mentality for
program implementation (Lemley 2004: 67). This has been rejected as an effective
approach to obtaining the goals intended (Lemley 2004: 67). Lemley, in fact, has
illustrated that the failure of restorative justice programs to define and conceptualize
community has caused programs to not truly understand who they are representing.
Without a key understanding of the community the program is placed within, it cannot
effectively work towards the goals set (Lemley 2004: 69). Dickson-Gilmore and La
Prairie state that “restorative justice practices must be measured by the degree to which
they are truly grounded in the community, 'fit' with the culture of that community, and are effective at resolving conflict and encouraging greater peace and health in communities" (2005: 88). If a restorative program is not grounded within the community then it cannot truly resolve the conflicts that are evident. A grounded understanding and definition of the concept of community remains necessary to understanding the relevant factors involved in the process of resolving harm and beginning reparation.

The intention of restorative justice is to resolve conflict and dysfunction within the community. However, this researcher questions whether or not this micro-focused lens is able to address the significant issues that underline the crime and the greater social justice concerns within the area. A micro-focused program may work toward mending relationships and individual feelings of harm but may not be able to address the greater issues of dysfunction that is experienced by the community and is heavily influencing the criminality they are dealing with.

The communities that could benefit most from restorative programs are also the programs that lack the ability to do so. Communities with high levels of dysfunction and low levels of interconnectedness often lack the ability to run a restorative program (Lemley 2006: 35; Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005). In communities like this, implementing programs of restorative justice becomes complex. Communities with high dysfunction often lack the social programming necessary to assist a restorative program in rehabilitating and reintegrating offenders into society, as well as assisting victims in their process of healing (Clear 2007: 183). Without the foundation of a positive social environment and social relationships existing to aid the offender, restorative justice
programs will not succeed in reducing recidivism. As such, communities with high
dysfunction remain dependent on state regulating bodies to hold the community together.
Until a community has created some form of social control, restorative programs have a
small chance at surviving or existing for an extended period independent of the ‘coercive
backup’ implicit in partnering programs with the criminal justice system. A community,
which lacks pro-social ties, does not have the social connectiveness and social control to
enable foster and sustain a successful restorative program. Dickson-Gilmore and La
Prairie conclude in their book that:

"Effective restorative justice requires effective communities, and it
cannot be parachuted in, as many programs and reforms have been in
the past. Communities must have support and resources to develop
their agency and potential from within; they must be built – or
rebuilt- into the solid foundations necessary to counteract forces
favouring dysfunction and conflict which threaten all our
communities. Once this foundation is in place, the sort of positive
symbiosis between community and community programs that foster
healthy lived environments can arise and persist. If, however larger
community issues are neglected in favour of criminal justice issues,
little more will be done than ensure that any restorative justice
programs implemented in communities will face robust and
entrenched caseloads and challenges, few of which they have the
resources to resolve" (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 235)

The cohesion of the community plays a large role in the effectiveness of the restorative
program. It is not just the offender and their actions that impact the ability to reintegrate
into society or reduce recidivism. In dysfunctional urban communities in particular, it
remains difficult to move beyond an individual rehabilitation perspective when a pro-
social collective community environment is absent.
Community Justice

Community justice, though similar to restorative justice, has many defining principles that make it distinct. Its central aim is to provide justice to communities by increasing their quality of life making business, residential and recreational spaces safe (Clear 2007: 120; Karp 1998: 16). Community justice concentrates on the localised affects rather than broader society, seeking to minimise the influence of crime on everyday life (Crawford and Clear 2001: 128). It differentiates itself from restorative justice in many ways such as their goals and means of justice, stakeholders, the normative priorities and the vision of community (Arrigo 2004: 94). Restorative justice sees crime as harm to people and relationships, where as community justice sees crime as harm to individual’s quality of life. This justice process is focused on community building and seeks to improve the community by motivating individuals to become involved in the prevention of crime (McCold 2004: 18). Alternatively, restorative justice is focused on repairing the harm and relationships. It seeks to repair the harm of a specific incident and for the offender to understand the harm that was caused due to their actions.

Karp and Clear define community justice in the following excerpt:

“Community justice is a new approach to crime that explicitly includes the community in criminal justice processes. It is expressly concerned with improving the quality of community life and the capacity of local communities to prevent crime and to effectively respond to criminal incidents when they occur” (Karp and Clear 2002: 13).

In 2000, Clear and Karp stated that:

“Community justice broadly referred to all variants of crime prevention and justice activities that explicitly include the community in their processes and set the enhancement of community quality of life as an explicit goal. Community justice is rooted in the actions that citizens, community organizations, and the criminal justice system can take to control crime and social disorder. Its central focus is community-level
outcomes, shifting the emphasis from individual incidents to systemic
patterns, from individual conscience to social mores, and from individual
good to the common good. Typically, community justice is conceived as a
partnership between the formal criminal justice system and the
community, but often community autonomously engage in activities that
directly or indirectly address crime.” (Clear and Karp 2000: 6)

The harm inflicted by crime is perpetuated as a violation of relationships and
social trust within the community. This becomes evident in the fear of public space where
crime resides, causing a reduction of social control governing that space. Once social
control becomes decreased, dysfunction has the potential to reign. Community justice
sees crime as both a cause and a result of dysfunctional neighbourhoods (McCold 2004:
16). It is instituted within structures of social inequality, poor housing, neighbourhood
instability, poverty and lack of economic opportunities. The impact these social structures
have on criminality is an important reminder that crime has a distinct correlation to a
community’s quality of life (Clear and Karp 1999: 92). The goal of this process is to
strengthen neighbourhoods and their moral order to reduce crime by producing stronger
forms of social control. Here an emphasis is on the collective environment not the
particular occurrence (Clear 2007: 191; Karp 1998: 5). Community justice transforms the
role of the community through their active engagement in the decision making process.
This is identified by the production of intervention strategies, as well as instituting
change through social development (Taylor et al 1997: 31).

The main elements of community justice are focused on reparation and
community-based solutions. Not only is it important that restoration begin with the
victim and the surrounding community, but it is also important that it be extended to the
offender. This enables the offender the opportunity to take ownership for their actions
and become a pro-social member of society. Active offender engagement, however, is not mandatory for community justice to be deemed successful. At the end of the process, the goals remain to increase the social control and quality of life within the community; improvement to the life and lawfulness of the offender is an important but secondary goal.

The second principle is an attempt to produce and implement justice solutions within the community. Part of this process is preventing offenders from removal from the community through incarceration. Community justice sees the use of incarceration as a contributing factor to dysfunction inflicting further disruption and conflict. Part of restoration involves the offender mending the harm caused to the victim and the surrounding community. Incarceration prevents this process from occurring. The offender's presence within the community enables them an opportunity to maintain positive relationships and to work towards re-establishing those they have lost (Clear 2007: 194). Community justice has a responsibility to the offender, which includes presenting them with the option to perform reparative tasks for the victim and the community within the community. Offenders must also be given the chance to retain assistance, supervision and support, including access to treatment programs and other services, necessary to allow them to reside within the community free from deviance (Clear and Karp 1999: 104).

This process views the community as a complex social environment and to allow it the ability to maintain functionality, a solid foundation of social control must be erected. This is achieved by the reinforcement of norms, values and behaviours relevant
to establishing order (Clear and Karp 1998: 42). It is formalized by addressing the condition of social control within high-risk areas by focusing on civic engagement, the improvement of schooling in terms of attendance, commitment and academic achievement, and creating or re-establishing jobs and efficient housing (Clear 2007: 195). The restoration of social control within high crime areas is significant to reducing the dysfunction within it. Community organizations and members play a significant role in reaching this goal by providing a collective presence and concern for the place in which they reside. Community justice sees working with schools, organizations and government officials as an important avenue to implement crime prevention efforts in order to present this concern to the wider community. Having strong social supports within high crime communities is a vital step towards addressing criminal issues (Clear 2007: 198; Karp 1998: 12). Not all communities have the same resources available to them. To combat this it is vital for communities to mobilize internally based on mutual trust and willingness to intervene on the behalf of others to create a strong social capital (Bazemore and Schiff 2001: 137; Anderson 1999: 304). The engagement of the community cannot replace the presence of vital programming, but can aid significantly in the reproduction of social control and decrease community dysfunction.

Community justice programs are commonly organized in the form of sentencing panels, peer courts, neighbourhood councils or community diversion boards. Programs often work towards establishing a plan of action to provide the opportunity for the offender to become a pro-social member of the community (McCold 2004: 16). Programs work toward establishing methods of prevention, intervention, reparation and community engagement (Ryan 2006: 309). Community justice encompasses any program intended
to strengthen a community’s social control and ability to self-regulate. Programs can extend into many different environments and are not restricted to one specific entity or format.

Volunteers are an extremely important aspect to community justice programs, as they aid in implementing the community’s values, morals and forms of regulation within it. They have the ability to provide the offender with a feeling of integration or inclusivity into the community. Volunteers are able to supply the most effective bridge from justice responses to community change. Their presence within such programs reinforces the community’s drive to gain control of the areas they reside within (Williams 2005: 31). Volunteers provide vital links to local resources and supply the offender the opportunity to seek help and assistance. In community justice active participation of volunteers and workers from within the community provides the program with strength and has the ability to conduct neighbourhood mobilization.

For communities who have relied on state regulation this can be an effective process to begin to shift control from the state to the community. This is not a process that is done rapidly but is a process that when done effectively can help to change community characteristics and aid in creating a functional environment (Karp 2004: 65). Community justice is about increasing the ability of the community to regulate themselves. Thus, these programs should not focus their results on offenders; they should focus on the impact of victims, as well as the betterment of the community and its members. Efforts should concentrate on strengthening social control, connectiveness,
enforcing social values, mobilizing community action and ultimately to making communities safer (Bazemore 2000: 231).

Community justice similar to restorative justice presents programs that are offender-centered. Victims tend to feel neglected and eliminated from the justice process (Bazemore 1998: 345; Williams 2005: 33; McCold 2004: 22). Through the literature that has been gathered, the role of the victim with community justice is not specified giving the broad defining principles on what programs may look like it. Due to this information, it remains difficult to understand what the impact of the victim is on this process. Community justice programs are criticised for being open to interpretation and not having a strict set of principles or guidelines to be followed (Astbury 2008: 34). The effectiveness of such community based programs becomes problematic within an urban dynamic that lacks interpersonal relations, community program and community organizations. Evaluations of existing programs are rare and far between. Programs tend to lack funding and struggle to afford the costs of program survival (Clear and Karp 1999: 176).

It is evident that community justice has a wider focus on social justice than restorative justice, which may lead to greater results in decreasing the issues within dysfunctional communities. However due to the dysfunction that does remain within the community such a process that relies on its community members to actively come together to create change may pose to be difficult given the demographic that is being dealt with. Although it is evident there are some significant concerns regarding whether such initiatives can produce effective results, this researcher is optimistic that the
concentration on social justice issues will have a greater impact on decreasing dysfunction.

Community Justice Programs

The following section will discuss the two community justice programs chosen for this research, which are Restorative Resolutions and the Community Council.

Restorative Resolutions

Restorative Resolutions is a community-based sentencing program sponsored by the John Howard Society of Manitoba. It seeks to “hold offenders accountable for their behaviour in the community, to be sensitive to the needs and concerns of victims, and to encourage members of the community to become involved in the criminal justice process” (Maloney and Lloyd 1999: 1). The program was initiated as an option to assist in reducing over-representation through alternatives to custody (Bonta et al. 1998: 7).

In 1992, Restorative Resolutions was given a three-year funding contract, by the Provincial and Federal Justice Departments and the Solicitor General, to conduct a pilot project (Maloney and Lloyd 1998: 2). After the three years and two evaluations the program gained full funding status and has been running ever since (Maloney and Lloyd 2000: 5; Bonta et al. 1998; Bonta et al. 2002). The program has been sighted as one of the few programs that had an evaluation component built in since its creation (Bonta et al. 1998: 1).

Consistent with the philosophy of the John Howard Society to work with those above the ages of 18, Restorative Resolutions is committed to serving the adult offender
population. The goals of the program have been established as an appropriate client selection, achieving restorative justice goals and reducing recidivism (Bonta et al. 1998: 9). The program only accepts individuals who are facing a minimum of six months incarceration and who are willing to demonstrate responsibility for their acts by pleading guilty (Maloney and Lloyd 1999: 3). Offenders facing the following charges are eligible for inclusion in the Restorative Resolutions process, including break and enters, theft, fraud and breach of trust; personal offences such as assault and robbery and driving offences where there are identifiable victims. Offences that are excluded from entry are sexual assaults, domestic violence, drug trafficking, as well as those activities, which are clearly linked with active gangs (Maloney and Lloyd 2000: 3; Bonta et al. 1998: 15).

Restorative Resolutions has a very strict entrance policy, and, in 2002 accepted only 174 (58.6%) of the 297 referrals sent to them (Bonta et al. 2002: 327). The program will only accept the most ready and able clients, and will only consider individuals who are at the appropriate stage in their life to make pro-social changes. Given that the program accepts only those individuals facing incarceration it is not surprising that those who gain entrance into the program have had previous engagements with the criminal justice system; in fact, Restorative Resolution clients averaged three prior incarcerations (Bonta et al. 1998: 17). Notwithstanding (or perhaps at least in part as a result of) clients’ prior experiences with the criminal justice system, it is possible that at least some of those participants selected into the program are predisposed to desistance prior to their engagement with Restorative Resolutions. The location of the program within the inner city of Winnipeg encourages a perception that the client base is drawn from the program’s locale, and will thus reflect common inner-city community issues of poverty
and marginalization; additionally, given the significant inner-city Aboriginal population of Winnipeg, it was anticipated that Restorative Resolution’s client base would include a significant number of Aboriginal individuals. As it was, both assumptions were challenged by the research findings: not only were few of the clients drawn from the inner city, but the majority were non-Aboriginal, predominantly middle-class individuals with records of property-based or economically-motivated crimes such as fraud. This will be discussed further in chapter 5 of this thesis.

Restorative Resolutions defines community in geographical terms and the targeted population resides within the borders of the city of Winnipeg. Program referrals are accepted through probation services, defence attorneys, crown attorneys, community resources, the judiciary and self-referrals. Defence attorneys produce the most referrals at 57.2% (Bonta et al 1998: 12). Involvement in the program is voluntary, and an offender is able to decline participation at any stage of the process. Restorative Resolutions currently employs five case planners, a director and office administrator, normally holding caseloads of 180 clients, with an average of 30-40 clients per planner.

Among those accepted into the program, 43.7% are first time offenders. The two most common offences are property offences 66.7% and offences against the person 28.2% (Bonta et al 1998: 17). 49.5% of clients were employed during their acceptance into the program, while 42% were on social assistance (Bonta et al 1998: 28).

Once the individual is accepted into the program the planning process begins. This process involves creating a community-based plan that will be presented to the Crown Attorney and judge. The assigned program worker for the particular client creates
the community-based plan, which consists of an historical outline of both the social and
criminal factors relating to the offender's history and record. This is displayed in a similar
form to a pre-sentence report, however infused with detail. A comprehensive victim
report as well as any suggestions or wishes the victim may communicate will be attached
to the plan for the judge to view. Recommended conditions by program workers will be
illustrated to demonstrate the ways in which the offender will be made accountable for
their actions within the community. Justification for the recommendations are
accompanied by a suggested restitution order. Restitution to the victim is always included
in the plan, and must be paid in full to the victim as a central part of plan completion.

The case plan involves all affected parties consisting of the offender, their family,
community members, the victim and their supports. The case planner attempts to build a
relationship with the offender to develop a level of trust and respect. During that time, the
program worker will assess the offender for any psychological or social issues that may
impede their ability to make the changes necessary for successful completion of the
program. During this initial assessment of the offender, program workers will make any
referrals for experts outside of the program. Such referrals can consist of consultations
with psychiatrists/psychologists, addictions counsellors, educational assessments and
attendance at violence prevention, employment or parenting programs. 96.7% of plans
include recommendations for counselling and treatment (Bonta et al 1998: 19; Bonta et al
2002: 328). Asking the offender to seek outside help is a way to test the offender's
motivation towards completing tasks and working towards repairing the harm caused.
The victim is contacted during the process of planning and the program’s involvement with the offender is outlined. The victim is given many opportunities to participate, including involvement in mediation, writing a victim impact statement, providing a verbal statement to be included in the plan; they may also decline to be involved (Maloney and Lloyd 1999: 10). 83.9% of victims are contacted and 78.9% provide a Victim Impact Statement (Bonta et al 1998: 18). The (VIS) is prepared with the assistance of the program; this statement is different from the normal statement provided to the courts in that the victim is able to identify not only the harm suffered, but also ways in which they see the reparation to be completed (Bonta et al 2002: 325). The VIS also includes the reconciliation process that has existed previous to the sentencing of the offender.

In order to complete the community-based plan the case planner will generally meet with the offender on a weekly basis. The program will normally ask for a 10-12 week period commitment previous to sentencing in order for this process to take place.

Once the plan has been formalized by the program worker and director it will be presented before the judge, crown and defence council (Bonta et al 2002: 324). At sentencing, the judge will either accept the plan or send the offender to incarceration. Proposed plans have a high acceptance rate, as 93% gain the judge’s approval (Maloney and Lloyd 1999: 4).

Should the offender fail to complete the plan violate the restrictions of his or her sentence or commit another criminal act, they will be returned to court where the judge
will make a decision whether incarceration or an alternative sentencing measure are warranted.

Although the program does encourage victim engagement only 10.3% of victims actually meet the offender face to face and only 23.9% received written apologies (Bonta et al 1998: 18; Bonta et al 2002: 328). The program had produced $130,741.37 of restitution paid to victims as of 1998. The average amount of restitution paid by a client was $2,563 (Bonta et al 1998: 19) while only $1,517 was ordered by the courts for probation clients (Bonta et al 1998: 20). Recidivism rates three years prior to program participation identified 34.7% of participants to recidivate compared to the 66.1% of a comparison probation population (Bonta et al 2002: 329).

Community Council

The Community Council is run by Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto (ALST) and is designed to serve Aboriginal offenders within the city. It has been in operation since 1992 aiding over a thousand participants within the almost two decades of its construction (Rudin 2005: 93). The Council is designed to divert Aboriginals away from a system that is foreign to them, and which is viewed as a system of oppression, colonial domination, subjectification and hierarchical superiority (Proulx 2003: 35). Jonathan Rudin, the program’s creator and current director, argues forcefully that the criminal justice system is a system that has failed the Aboriginal people of Toronto (Rudin 2005: 95). Thus, the purpose of the program is to place justice back into the hands of the Aboriginal people by allowing the process of healing and rebuilding to be formulated within their own community.
During the initial creation of the Community Council the provincial Crown Attorney’s office questioned the cohesiveness of an Aboriginal community within Toronto (Proulx 2003: 42). They illustrated that the diversity of Aboriginal offenders across the city did not resemble the ‘theory’ of a cohesive, intimate Aboriginal community imagined within restorative and community justice, but was rather one consisting of widely-scattered, unconnected Aboriginal people living within a large urban city (Proulx 2003: 152). The previous director of ALST gave the following statement, which illustrates the council’s working definition of community:

“We are often asked whether it is fair to describe the Native population in Toronto as a community. After all, it is widely dispersed across the city and there is no one place that Native people live or congregate. But communities are not just defined by streets and blocks-communities, particularly in the urban context are defined by a sense of association and belonging. Native people in the city acknowledge themselves as Native and wish to be acknowledged and recognized as Native by others in their community as well. They have a wish to be served by people who understand their needs, their culture and their way of life. So even if there is no neighbourhood that can be seen as a Native neighbourhood there is a very real Native community in Toronto” (Rudin 1996: 149).

ALST believes the program is a start to mending the harm caused to Aboriginal people by re-establishing their community within Toronto and providing it strength through this process. The program’s definition and infiltration of ‘community’ promotes the question of how strangers with various Aboriginal backgrounds, residing in various, disparate locations, are able to create the close-knit environment integral to produce restorative outcomes. In the past, restorative programs have used the intimacy of relationships as a vital tool to define their processes and produce resolutions. McCold states that when programs put power into the hands of strangers they “fail to empower anyone but the
existing apparatus” (Williams 2005: 36). Whether or not the council members, with a connection based on culture, can provide a bond sufficient to establish the intimacy of relationships crucial to restorative outcomes presents an interesting realm of discussion, which will be addressed within chapter 5.

The Community Council was the first, and is the longest-running, urban Aboriginal program in Canada. The program was designed through consultation with elders and with justice officials, and formally launched in 1992 (Rudin 1996: 149; Proulx 2003: 47). It took approximately a year to complete this process and implement the program (Proulx 2003: 42). The program is based on a sentencing panel consisting of community members that work with the offender and victim if they choose to, in order to establish a community-based plan.

It was important to the members of ALST to have the program come from the community. To this day, the program continues to be run by Community Council members with ALST staff only providing administrative support. The community members, not the ALST staff, make all decisions in regards to the program. It is with this mentality that the program identifies itself as entirely community based. Council Members consist of representatives of the Aboriginal community many of whom have had past experiences with the issues faced by the clients of the program. Council members often share their experiences with clients during the hearing process in order to provide a common understanding among them. One of the important impacts of community members sitting on the sentencing board is providing shared perspective of the systematic hardship the Aboriginal population has experienced. This allows the
offender and community members to develop a bond, which may aid them in discovering a way to live a pro-social life (Proulx 2003: 44).

The main objectives of the program are not only to return ownership of the justice process to the Aboriginal community but to reduce recidivism among its clients. These goals are approached by supporting clients to accept responsibility by being accountable for their criminal behaviour through active involvement in mending the harm committed (Campbell research Associates 2000: 2). The evaluation conducted by Campbell Research Associates has identified the Councils ability to produce the results of recidivism has been slim. The evaluation of Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC) records of clients two years previous to and following their involvement with the program indicated only an 11% reduction in the average number of charges per client (2000: 2). Research documents that 21% of clients displayed a decreased involvement with criminal justice system after involvement with the Community Council; however, 26% of their clients had an increased involvement with the criminal justice system, as well as an increase in crime severity.

The program has great flexibility around client selection, as all offences or offenders qualify for inclusion in the community council process. Notwithstanding this formal flexibility, the council consistently excludes murder, domestic violence and sexual offences (Rudin 1996: 215). Under the terms established for the program, once an individual has been diverted to the program their charges are withdrawn or stayed and can never be brought back whether or not the offender completes the program (Proulx 2003: 45). This is intended to remove as many Aboriginal offenders from the criminal
justice system as possible, although it is questionable whether in the interests of reducing over-representation the Community Council Program has also significantly reduced the formal accountability of its processes. This issue is an important one, and it will be discussed in greater detail later in this thesis.

A staff of Aboriginal court workers manages the selection process for entrance into the Community Council. The court worker will approach an apparently eligible offender who they identify as Aboriginal and tell them about the Community Council Program. Court workers are instructed to accept all offenders within the diversion guidelines unless they feel the program's services do not adequately address their needs. If a prospective client is amenable to involvement in the council process, the court worker will refer the offender to a “Community Council team lead” who will check the background of the offender to determine whether they have previous involvement with the ALST process. If such experience is present in an offender’s history, the lead will attempt to determine whether that experience was successful or not; if the latter, the prospective client will be denied the right to return to the program. Should the offender be approved for entry into the process, the team lead will approach the Crown to have the offender diverted (Proulx 2003: 43).

Offenders who are accepted into the Community Council have faced many issues causing them to come into conflict with the law. Clients' issues of homelessness and employment have influenced their criminality and this is displayed in the Council, as the most diverted charges are failure to appear/comply 31.2% and theft 25.4% (Proulx 2003: 1999). Clients of the council experience many of the similar issues faced by the offending
population, in terms of low educational attainment and lack of a positive social network. Clients commonly experience issues with addictions and have had past experiences of abuse, which is a pattern of many Aboriginal offenders. One of the biggest issues claimed by Aboriginal legal services is that their clients have lost their connection to the Aboriginal community and culture (Campbell Research Associates 2000: 3). ALST believes it is extremely important for Council members to consider these issues previous to entering a hearing.

Once the offender has been formally diverted into the program, preparations begin for the offender to be heard before the Council. These preparations will include a meeting between ALST and the offender to gather background information about the offender’s life, criminal history and the issues they struggle with. ALST will encourage the offender to seek treatment on certain issues previous to their council hearing to start the process of healing. It is also during this time that the victim will also be contacted to see if they would like to participate in the process. Victim participation is flexible, and may include participation in the actual Council hearing or, where this is not appropriate or consistent with the wishes of the victim; they may speak to council with the absence of the offender; write a victim impact statement or write a letter to be read out at the hearing.

Victim participation within the program has been identified as low (Proulx 2003: 218). To what extent is unknown due to lack of evaluation on their victim involvement by Campbell Research as well as other academic publications. The program claims that they have encountered considerable difficulty in locating and involving victims, as by the time the charge has been diverted many victims have moved on with their lives and want
nothing to do with the offender. Proulx quotes the community councils coordinator at the time stating “most victims do not wish to attend hearings and confront the client....quite often the council members will put themselves in the victims position to get their concerns across to the offender” (Proulx 2003: 218). Of the 846 clients analyzed in, Proulx’s research, 106 were asked to complete apology letters. From this, 87 or 78.3% were completed (Proulx 2003: 200). It is noteworthy that the absence of the victim in the hearing is matched by their absence at virtually every important stage of the process. The victim is not consulted regarding the decision to divert the offender, or whether the case is one, which is appropriate for the council process. It is interesting that a process which is intended to improve on the ‘doing of justice’ by involving victims and offenders appears, in fact, to fare little better than the courts regarding the meaningful involvement of victims in their processes. This will be discussed further in chapter 5.

Hearings are generally held seven or eight times a month with three council members sitting at each hearing. The hearing is an informal process with all parties sitting in a small room around a small circular table. The hearings are closed to all parties other than the victim, offender and the council members. The Council process opens with introductions, which, once completed, are followed by an invitation to the offender to share his or her story of the offence. Councillors want to know about the individuals and the events in their lives that influenced the offender’s choice to commit the crime. They will try to identify whether there are addictions or similar issues, which must be addressed in order to promote healing of the offender and reduce the potential they will reoffend. Council members will explore personal stories to connect to the offender and the issues they are facing. Following this, the offender will be asked to step outside and
the council will discuss what appropriate conditions should be put on the community-based decision. The decision is reached by a consensus and once this has occurred the offender will be let back into the room at which time a council member will read out the plan and discuss it with the offender. The idea is not to make a plan that the offender will not comply with, or feels overwhelmed with, but rather to make a plan the offender can successful complete and take steps forward with (Rudin 1996: 155; Proulx 2003: 85). Proulx identifies 64.6% of the plans to be completed, 12.5% reached partial completion and 22.9% were not completed at all (Proulx 2003: 1999).
Chapter 4: Results

This research had set out to analyse the ability of urban community justice programs to reduce dysfunction and crime. The previous literature written on the Community Council and Restorative Resolutions had painted them in a very positive light demonstrating their ability to achieve goals of reducing recidivism and community dysfunction. Based on the supplementary information and articles written about each program the researcher expected to receive, within the interviews, an understanding of what makes the programs so successful. Prior to the interviews, there had been an understanding that each program encompassed the following three aspects: a program produced for and by the community, victim participation/involvement, and a client base representing a marginalized population characterized by previous encounters with the criminal justice system. It was evident after the completion of all interviews and an analysis of the quantitative program data that there are some significant issues within both programs which undermine both their success and the ability of researchers to analyse and comment upon that success. It is also clear that the portrayal of both programs masks the reality of what was really going on within them. For example, in almost direct contradiction to claims made both in the earlier program reviews and by the programs themselves, there was an absence of both community and victim participation within the programs, which in turn created and reinforced a strong offender-orientation. As will be seen in the discussion of research findings which follows, the Community Council process appears as a program well-distanced both from its ‘community’ and the parties to crime and conflict - the data produced by the program did not confirm workers’ assumptions about, nor did it produce a sentencing process that truly included
the offender within the decision making process. Similarly, Restorative Resolutions did not distinguish itself as a true ‘community justice program’ incorporating the larger social change and social justice agenda this status implicates, but rather resembled a mainstream, offender-centred restorative justice program. Their client base did not represent a marginalized population despite their inner city location; rather, Restorative Resolutions’ predominant clientele was revealed as white middle class, first time perpetrators of primarily economically-motivated crimes such as fraud, who appeared strongly to have committed to desistance before entering the program.

The following section will document and analyse the results from the interviews.

Community Council

Results

This section will present the results of the interviews conducted with the director, program worker, two council members and one client of the Community Council program.

Community

Program workers of the Community Council (CC); define community as a sense of belonging based on cultural and traditional practices. They understand it to be a family like atmosphere, a group that individuals could depend on and trust. Both Community Council Members (CCM) A and B illustrate a conception of community to be a group of people who have a sense of belonging. They establish belonging through their connection to other Aboriginal people based on their common life struggles and historical suffering.
CCM's spoke of their participation in this community as demonstrated through their commitment to mending the harm and reconstructing the Aboriginal community in Toronto. Both CCM A and B spoke of the Aboriginal community as one they were not always a part of. They saw their participation in the CC as their avenue to regain entrance into the community. Both workers stated the Aboriginal common in Toronto would not form itself. In order for individuals to be a part of the Aboriginal community in Toronto they had to claim belonging to it. Belonging towards this community however, also encompassed participation in rebuilding the urban Aboriginal community from its dysfunctional state. CCM A and B spoke of their commitment to the CC as proof of their dedication to the Aboriginal community. Their participation in rebuilding offenders within the CC program was their contribution to restoring the Aboriginal community one by one. CCM B illustrated as a member of the Aboriginal community one has an obligation to give aid to those within it. Both workers displayed an enhancement of their connectedness to the community through the help they have administered, guiding individuals through the times of dysfunction and chaos. Based on individuals perception it was evident the fight for a functional community was a large part of how the community's civic engagement was created.

The CCM's notion of community is confusing as it is not clear what exactly they are belonging to or what that sense of belong will produce. It would appear their definition of community had more to do with the political motivations of community justice than the operationalization of a central pillar of a local justice program. The process of 'belonging' within the CC program is a mechanism that they use to bring the Aboriginal population together, however it is not clear at any point in the Council process
how this 'belongingness' correlates with practical measures for reducing the crime and
dysfunction experienced by the Aboriginal population. While a sense of belonging may
assist individuals to construct an identity, it is not apparent how that identity can impact
on the marginalization of the Aboriginal population within Canada, nor whether or how
it might begin to address the social justice issues related to conflict with the law.

The Community Council members (CCM) stated the purpose of the program was
to reconstruct the Aboriginal community within Toronto. If this was in fact an endeavour,
to re-connect the Aboriginal population within Toronto, it is questionable to focus on the
marginalized population in order to do so. This is a mobilization based on a sense of
'belonging' of those within the community dealing with crime and conflict.

The director of CC emphasised the community was not geographically located; it
did not have a physical place but compiled of people who want to belong. The
community was assembled of those who have always made a claim and of those who may
have just recently declared membership to the Aboriginal community. Those who come
forth to the CC do not necessarily have history with the Aboriginal community or any
community at all, but illustrate a desire to be part of something and have a connection
with other people. A sense of belonging was consistently threaded through the discourse
of community perpetuated by those connected to the CC. This was identified to have
great significance as they felt their sense of belonging was taken from them through
historical and colonial domination. Regaining a sense of belonging within the Aboriginal
community was seen as not only promoting collective engagement but also promoting a
sense of restoration and healing. A common understanding that those within this
community have had the same trials and tribulations brings individuals together to begin to rebuild what they lost.

It is evident that there are many distinctive cultures and traditions among Aboriginal people. Combining individuals based on an obscure sense of belonging does not manifest what cultural practices or beliefs are guiding the programs justice process. Etzioni’s definition of community produces a measure of commitment to a set of shared morals, and norms (Etzioni 2000:190), and this in turn allows for an understanding of the community beliefs that should guide and inform a community justice program.

“Belonging” does not produce a common set of values or principles integral to the shared normative positions which guide the administration of justice in most contexts; in the absence of a common philosophical position on community or justice, it is hard to define this program as representing any form of community. Anyone can belong to something, that belonging however does not produce the connection based on a set of values or beliefs that is produced within a community.

CCM A, B and Program Worker (PW) A spoke of their commitment to the program as their own process of healing. CCM B stated they felt a responsibility to the community and thought it was important to let those who entered the CC know that many people have gone through dramatic, troubling events in their lives, but have gotten through it. They illustrated themselves as an example that one can face traumatic experiences and still maintain a pro-social lifestyle. For them it was important to show that Aboriginal people are making positive lives for themselves despite the events that have occurred. They saw this as providing a sense of hope and empowerment for clients,
to illustrate a future that they too can obtain. CCM B stressed the importance of letting
the clients know they have not been written off, that they are there for them not
themselves, to help clients have what they have found. It is important to distinguish here
that although it appears the CCM are members of the Aboriginal community at large, it
must be noted that most members interviewed were either employed at an Aboriginal
agency or occupying a government position. Those who are representing the community
have and do in fact live a much more privileged life than those who come across the
program. Clients become stories they have seen before, not people they know and want to
help. Just because an individual is Aboriginal does not automatically provide them with
an understanding of the issues those within the program have faced within their lives. A
community justice process, as stated by Clear and Karp, is about the community taking
back their community to produce a superior quality of life for their members. Council
members are not part of the program client’s community in this sense. CCM are there to
help disadvantaged people address the issues in their lives that caused them to come into
conflict with the law, they are not there to help a member of their own community.

It is interesting to note when clients spoke of CCM they referred to them as
people to look up to or people they would like to be, rather than individuals who were
members of their community. Instead, clients made clear distinctions between volunteers
and workers at Aboriginal Legal Services and their own community, which they defined
as consisting of other people of disadvantage. For example, Client A spoke of their time
on the streets and identified young Aboriginals wanting to hang out with them on the as
they drank the day away. Client A stated it was sad to see Aboriginal youth with an
aspiration to be like them, thinking their life of alcoholism and homelessness was
desirable. Client A identified this as an undesirable community illustrating the importance of providing guidance to others in order to understand what it means to live a healthy life. Client A demonstrated that many Aboriginals in Toronto do not know what a healthy life, or a healthy community is or looks like. They discussed that many do not know there are places to help them, many are confronted with dysfunction, poverty and incarceration and see alcoholism or drugs as the best way to get through it.

Community Council

The director of CC defined the program as an Aboriginal justice program that uses traditional customs and applies them to Aboriginal people living in an urban setting. PW A defined the program as community driven right from the beginning through the consultation of elders as a guiding force. They stated the elders handed the program down to the community to run and take ownership of. They identified the program as representing a true sense of justice because it does not measure someone’s sentence based on what they have done, but it is providing a way to help people move forward. PW A defined the program as a second and sometimes first home to those who enter it. It is defined as a place where clients can come to for anything, about anything and know the program and staff will be there to assist them. It is a place where everyone actually knows who they are and what is going on in their lives. The CC was defined as a large circle that everyone is encompassed within. Attempting to stay away from hierarchical structure ensures everyone has a stake in the decision making process. Clients referred to the program as a place to help you overcome your downfalls and to help you understand that there is a better way of living.
The clients from the CC come from various cultural upbringings and a majority of the clients who come forth to the program have no connection to their Aboriginal community of origin or the much more nebulous urban aboriginal community theorized by Aboriginal Legal Services. This creates a pan-aboriginal community in that it “obscures specific cultural differences to create a common identity that can unite members of very different cultural groups and nations” (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 135). Due to this characteristic of the client population, it does not seem that a traditional focus, which is foreign to them, would serve a meaningful purpose. Secondly, based on the many diverse cultural practices of various Aboriginal nations it would seem difficult to choose one specific cultural practice to implement.

A major criticism of the criminal justice system is its inability to understand or address the cultural issues of the Aboriginal population. One of the goals of the CC is to produce a traditional Aboriginal justice process however to counteract that, however, a program that focuses on a pan-Aboriginal identity, which ignores the diverse backgrounds and cultures of Aboriginal people in Toronto, does not produce this. In fact, it merely emulates a process that is similar to what the criminal justice system has been criticised for. If those who enter the program do not have any connection to the Aboriginal community, the question remains as to how their connection with Aboriginal culture will aid them. After viewing the program it is evident the traditional practices referred to by program workers and supporters are not actively or pragmatically incorporated into the program; instead these appear to be largely window dressing used to secure state funding.
Program Workers identified it was important for the council to ensure they did not impose the same barriers existent in the criminal justice system. For the PW they thought it was important to break hierarchical boundaries to ensure everyone was equal. PW A identified understanding those on the council are those from the community makes the program a safe place for clients to enter. They went further to state the council members represented the community reaching out to help clients not a state authority condemning them for their actions. CCM A thought the importance of community council was about people feeling and actually connecting to individuals. That was one of the reason they identified it was important for the program to inquire about clients connection to the Aboriginal community. This allows the council members to understand the individuals feeling of belonging to the aboriginal community and what they may need to do in order to aid them in gaining or strengthening it.

CCM A illustrated program involvement in a community-focused direction as vital in providing a connection to the community, which was what they saw as making the program successful. PW A saw the community’s involvement throughout the decision making process as significant in establishing the program with distinct from others. No decision is made without the consultation of the community members. PW A stated if the community members no longer saw the program as purposeful then it would no longer exist and ALST would honour that decision, as it is the community’s program, it is only housed within the office of ALST.

*Client demand and Victim Involvement*
The director stated it was difficult to keep up with client demand based on their current resources. Ideally, they would like the hearings to be scheduled a day or two after they have been diverted but the wait time is usually six to seven weeks. If the wait gets longer, the council will close the program to new clients. The purpose of this is to ensure they were not in backlog like the state regulated system. Short wait times are important for the program to address the needs of the clients they serve. They identified most of their clients were homeless, with no source of employment and stated it was difficult for this client base to wait 7 weeks to receive help. Many will not have the resources to attend the hearing or will become conflicted with the law within those seven weeks losing their opportunity to obtain diversion. The council makes space for special hearings of those who are homeless to help them at a faster pace. They also encourage clients to come see the ALST caseworkers prior to their hearing so they can begin to form a relationship and identify existing issues.

When asked about the participation of victims it was acknowledged that victims are welcomed as part of the process, but not common. The director stated victims are always contacted, informed about the program, its process and options for possible involvement. At the time of diversion, there is a consultation with victims where they asked their opinions about the incident and offenders acceptance into the program. They relay the victim’s statement to the crown. The director stated it to be important that the acceptance of diversion be the crowns not victims decision in order to limit any possibility of re-victimization. The director stated intentions of obtaining a victim rights worker in the future to be able to address the needs of the victims more accurately.
If the victim would like to participate within the hearing, they are welcomed to. They are allowed to speak to the council members without the presence of the client if they prefer. The director stated they work with whatever is best for the victim. They stated that when a victim does participate they are never sure what will occur there is no set format about how it will proceed. They also stated the lack of resources makes it difficult to provide the support necessary to achieve the standard of care they would like for victims of crime.

An important aspect of the community justice approach is the ability of this process to allow all parties active involvement. One would expect that a community justice program that focuses on a population which has experienced extensive and protracted victimization by the state would have a greater concern and acknowledgement of victims within their own process. It is problematic that the CC does not adequately conceptualize victim involvement within their process. This is a failing which impacts both the victims of their program and the community at large. As evident within the literature, victims have long been silenced in the criminal justice system; community and restorative justice was to have as a central goal the rectification of this situation. However, the CC program, similar to the criminal justice system, process focuses on the offender and ignores the harm that has been done to the victim.

The offender-centered nature of the program is further identified through the administration of diversion. When the director spoke of the process of diversion, they stated they would ask the input of the victim before they would approach the Crown. The director stated that he did not want to burden the victim with the decision of accepting or
denying diversion to avoid possible revictimization. Although the CC inquires input of the victim it is evident that it carries no weight in regards to the final decision of diversion. The failure to acknowledge the wishes of the victim is not a mechanism that protects victims from victimization; it is a process that produces it. The CC has made it evident through their treatment of victims that offenders are the sole concentration of the program. Researchers have long been concerned that the poor preparation and inadequate safety mechanisms put in place to ensure the safety of victims have done little to achieve that end. The CC does not have an effective process indeed, any process - to engage the victim within the actual workings of the restorative process. It appears they may simply assume an unwillingness on the part of the victim to participate, and thus are unconcerned with ensuring there is an adequate process in place to effectively and safely include their participation within the process. As stated in chapter 3 of this thesis, Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie provide an important insight into victim participation within restorative practices when they state that the only difference between restorative practices and criminal justice is that, in too many instances of the former, the re-victimization is perpetrated by their own community, whereas in the latter, it is a distant and largely anonymous system – in neither case, however, is this an acceptable outcome (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005: 153).

Council Members

The individuals who represent the community in the program are the Community Council members. They are volunteers from the Aboriginal community who sit in and make the decisions at the hearings. CCM’s are commonly compiled from existing social justice agencies within Toronto. When asked what the importance of these individuals
were to the program, PW A stated they were the program. CCM A stated they were important because they were a cross section of the Aboriginal community, representing all different backgrounds similar to those who come before the council. In general, they thought it was crucial that the community members program involvement voluntarily.

The director of the program illustrated the CCM's are able to relate to the clients in ways that are almost impossible for professional staff members. When individuals are getting paid to listen to clients stories it creates a different relationship, but the council members are not getting paid they are there because they want to be and because they care about what that person has gone through. CCM B stated the Council members were an external voice, the council does not know the clients but wants to know them and they will not prejudge them. PW A stated the council members present the client with a welcoming into the community, a helping hand there from the Aboriginal community, trying to help them take positive steps forward. The council members often have experienced the same life history as the clients, having experienced drug and alcohol problems or histories of abuse. Through those experiences, they are able to share their stories and their family's stories, which make the client, feel a sense of understanding and a personal connection towards them. The director illustrated the sharing that goes on within the circle as exceedingly powerful. Individuals open up in the circle in ways they have never opened up previously. The director believed that the client feels the powerful presence of those within the community from the minute they enter the room to when the process starts. They believed it was the impact from the community that gives them the motivation to work with the staff, to finish their plan and to belong within the Aboriginal community. The director acknowledged the clients active participation in the hearing as important.
The community members will ask about the client's life so the clients feel they are contributing to the process.

Clients of the program saw the role of the CCM's as someone who shares their insights, provides encouragement, assistance and demonstrates themselves as a pro-social member of the Aboriginal community. CCM's were characterised as mentors by clients, who exhibit sincerity, kindness and an understanding of their experiences. Client A explained the CCM's knew the affects of addiction having experienced it themselves, but more importantly, they illustrated strategies to overcome it, which is proven through their success in the community and careers. Client A believed they were proof that addiction and many other struggles within your life are obstacles you can overcome if you take some initiative and receive proper guidance.

CCM's saw it as their role to be non-judgemental, listen, provide a selfless approach, and ensure client inclusion throughout the process, specifically in the creation of their community-based plan. CCM A identified their role was to give back to the community and to ensure the continuation of the program as they have an investment in it. CCM's communicated the importance of bringing forth their own personal life experiences to establish that connection with the clients. They illustrated that it is significant for them to acknowledge in their introduction that they are not there to judge the clients they are there as members of their community. CCM A put a large emphasis on the importance of having a one on one conversation with the clients and have the ability to dig deep down to understand the underlying reasons for that individual's criminality.
Council members describe the volunteer experience as almost more rewarding for them than the clients. CCM A speaks about the moment in a hearing when they can see a shift in the individual’s demeanour demonstrating an understanding of present issues and a desire to take necessary steps forward as an amazing experience. CCM’s saw their participation in helping the community begin to heal as a very powerful process that maintains their involvement.

There is a real impact for individuals to be able to share their story with volunteers purportedly present out of care and concern for the offenders’ future. However, the value of the volunteers is becomes diminished when they are also strangers. CCM’s who sit around the table with the clients of the CC (even though they are volunteers and may have been for several years) are still absolute strangers to the clients who come to the program. Part of the community justice process was to produce a sense of empowerment among those involved to institute formalized change within the community. The process is diminished when individuals do not know each other and really have no connection to each other beyond participation in the program. McCold states that putting decision making power into the hands of strangers who are unrelated to those directly involved fails to empower anyone but the existing justice apparatus (Williams 2005: 36). There is no empowerment within a scenario where an individual must confess to committing criminal acts, and express intimate information about their life to people they have never met before, who are not directly impacted by the crime or conflict, and have little or no stake in the outcome.

Hearing
Council members describe the hearing to be about having a conversation, no judgement or barriers just a conversation. Hearings generally take an hour, which is more than they will receive in the state regulated courts. It takes place in a small room, with all participants sitting at a round table, providing an intimate environment. CCM B identified the process to begin with a voluntary smudging followed by introductions of all members present. The council will then request the client to explain why they are before them. CCM’s will ask personal and background questions to acquire a greater understanding of the characteristics and life circumstances of the individual. They will not focus on the crime but ask what happened that day to establish a dialogue with the client. Sometimes CCM’s can get the clients to really open up and share about their lives and issues they are dealing with, other times they are not willing to say anything. In the hearing, it is important to gain the clients trust and get them to have a conversation; it is only when this occurs that the process can take flight. CCM’s will often interject with personal experience to illustrate a commonality. It is not uncommon for CCM’s to lecture the client about their life choices.

Once all the questions are answered, the client will be asked to step outside of the room. During this time, CCM’s will discuss the plan. Once a plan is decided, the client is brought back in. At this time, a council member reads the plan aloud. The client will be asked if there is anything, they would like to change within it, if so they discuss alternatives until the client is in agreement. When constructing the plan CCM’s try hard to evaluate what is and is not achievable for the client, it is important that the plan be seen as achievable otherwise the client will not be motivated to complete it. A plan that is
unachievable becomes another failure evident within the client's life and this will not aid them in a path of recovery.

Once a plan is decided, it is given to a staff member at ALST to be processed, which signals the completion of the hearing. Plans normally include community service, cultural programming, counselling or social programming if necessary and regular meetings with an ALST caseworker. There is no set timeline for the decision they can take as long as it needs to, sometimes it will take a person two weeks, sometimes three months, others a year. Participants thought it was important to have no timeline, as they did not want to restrict the healing process to a specific period. If they do not finish their plan, they will be contacted by the ALST and if they do not decide to complete it after they are contacted then they will be put on the list denying them any further diversions into the program. Program Worker A identified clients have come back 10 years later to finish their plan so they could regain entrance into the program. At that time, if the plan or decision no longer works for them they will have another hearing and a new decision will be formulated.

Client A spoke of their experience within the hearing as a very relaxed atmosphere that they could openly speak within. They saw the experience as a positive one enabling them to better themselves. Client A felt secure and safe in sharing their feelings to the council, as they felt the council understood their troubles of addiction and homelessness. The client identified the importance of the council's guidance and support through the process. The client stated the council gave them the push forward they
needed. They stated the program workers and council member’s belief in them allowed them to begin to believe in themselves.

Client A spoke about their rejection from their Aboriginal community and banishment from their reserve providing a feel of isolation and distrust of others. The client stated they were so used to protecting the person inside of them who had been abused mentally, physically and sexually and using alcoholism as a coping mechanism. The assistance however, from the council provided them with confidence that they could trust and rely on them through the entire process. They illustrated their negative feelings dissolving through the guidance of the council members, which provided new light into their life, as well as a new found connection to the Aboriginal community they had thought they lost forever.

The criminal justice system conducts a hearing by the court, asking the offender their plea for the charges laid. If the offender pleads guilty the Crown will recommend a sentence and judge will produce a verdict. In this process, the offender has no say in the outcome. Within the CC hearing an offender is asked to tell the council what had happened, and the council asks questions and the offender is expected to reply. When the council feels they have enough information they send the offender out of the room and bring them back in when they have made a decision. The offender will receive the decision and hearing is complete. The offender has little say in the outcome of the process. When the criminal and restorative processes are contrasted in this way, they do not seem to differ that greatly. The decision is still provided to the offender by an external
authority in a context of hierarchy and quite clear power relationships clearly marked by those who have power and those who do not.

_Difference between Community Council and the Criminal Justice System_

Client A discussed his experience within the criminal justice system as one they were lost within and could not see beyond. The client expressed feelings of failure expecting to be sentenced to jail similar to times before. Client A identified the state justice systems unwillingness to identify them as having the ability to change as frustrating. CCM B spoke of clients involved within the criminal justice system for so long that they try to give the council the answers they think they want to hear. Others have been in the system so long that they are not use to anyone asking questions about their life. CCM B stated that the criminal justice system just assumes that the client is guilty and will continue to be in trouble. CCM B spoke of the council’s process to be different. They spoke of the criminal justice system as jaded along with those who pass through it. CCM B said the clients are often taken back when people take a vested interest into their lives.

Program Worker A identified the criminal justice system to be a confusing process for the clients. PW A stated an individual could go before the court or be incarcerated several times and never take responsibility for their actions. PW A stated one of the first requirements of the council is the individual take responsibility and they are not punished for it they are served justice for it. The Program worker believed the criminal justice systems neglect of community involvement as a factor in its failing results. They explained the justice system neglects to know the individuals before them
and makes no attempt to try and understand the reasons causing their crimes. They believed the council has being willing and able to do this, as they have a desire to know the individuals for who they are as well as the problems they face. When individuals come before the council, they are given the opportunity to tell their story that is not something that they are given the opportunity to do in the mainstream system. The biggest difference the program worker stated was that the focus is on the person not the charge.

Accountability is major component of restorative practices and is evident within both restorative and community justice programs. The restorative process holds the offenders accountable for their actions by expecting them to apologize and mend the harm committed to the victim and the community. When this is done, it is posited that true reparation has been achieved. The CC claims to hold their clients accountable for the crimes they have committed as well as producing a true restorative process by allowing them to mend the harm caused to the community and victims. It is unclear how this is possible within a format that does not hold offenders liable for their plan completions. Although 64% do complete their plan and thus it would appear that a that majority of clients are held accountable for their actions, 36% of clients do not complete their plan. What happens to the accountability of those who do not complete their plans? Given that there are no measures to enforce plan completion, those who do not complete their plans remain consequence-free. How does this provide accountability to the victims and others who have been harmed? Such a process questions the accountability a program has to others as well as the ability of the offender to be held accountable for their actions.
This offender-focused perspective neglects those others involved in the crime and the consequences that have been perpetuated upon them.

The restorative process is about the community holding the offender accountable for their actions; this process does not do that. Although the program may look different from the criminal justice system when analysed it actually reveals little difference. The CC produces a process that concentrates on the crimes committed, it ignores the victims and community affected, and although it manifests a clear offender-focus, often fails to hold the offender accountable for their actions.

Evaluation

When asked about the evaluative process the director stated they never had a formalized process for evaluation but simply work on what feels and works best for the clients. The process of evaluation has been to look at what the program has done and try to conceptualize what could make the process better. For evaluation, the director stated they rely on rates of attendance at the hearing and plan completions. If this is not occurring than they look towards how they could change that to make that a better process for the clients. The director stated other people evaluate the program based on recidivism rates, but the program does not evaluate itself on those measures. The director stated they did not have the funds to do formal evaluations. As of November 2010 their plan, completion rates were 64%, with 11.4% partially completed and 24.6% nothing completed. The majority of clients are between the ages of 18-30. The percentages of participation per age are as follows: 12-17 (5.6%), 18-25 (20%), 26-30 (18.3%), 36-40
(13.6%), 41-45 (13.1%), 46-50 (6.4%), 51-55 (3.6%), and 55+ represent 2.5%. This research was not given access to further data from Aboriginal Legal Services.

A large success for the director was their longevity. They stated the CC to be the longest running urban Aboriginal justice program. The program has the most diversions than any other program in Toronto. The director stated the program was about saving lives, and they know they were achieving that goal, based on clients feedback. The director stated they have had clients who have lost their lives, so they stated that they know the clients who do make it they are not only helping them out of issues they are dealing with but they are helping them live and not become another urban Aboriginal person dead. The director stated that they are able to accomplish all of these goals and remain concentrated on the community and to them that was one of their ultimate goals. Program Worker A thought successes were identified through program entry; introduction to culture and the Aboriginal community: hearing attendance; participation in their own justice process and plan completion. The worker stated a clients ability or even make an attempt to address the issues within their life as a large success.

CCM B stated when people are given the opportunity to grow, heal and move forward with their life they are less likely to need to fall into the criminal justice system again. When a decision addresses their core issues and the root causes a lot of times that can help them be on a better path, be healthy and that usually correlated to less criminal involvement which is a key success. The ultimate success for the program worker was the rebuilding of the community within the community.
One of the largest successes for the program can be identified as having the ability to produce community-based sentences to Aboriginal offenders who would have otherwise received a custodial sentence. A large issue for this population is their inability to obtain community-based sentences due to the severity of the charges laid. This program enables Aboriginal offenders the opportunity to obtain community-based sanctions, thus working towards reducing their over-incarceration, even if on a small scale, within Toronto. This may be seen as a great success if in fact the program was able to improve the desistance of their clients. Currently evaluative data on such results is unavailable due to the restriction of access to the program files of ALST. However if the results from Campbell Research Associates evaluation in 2000 identifying only a 11% reduction in crimes committed per client are consistent with the current results, it holds that the program is not reducing the over-incarceration of the Aboriginal population. It is merely providing their clients with a temporary absence from their ongoing relationship with the criminal justice system.

Through the interviews, the following additions to the program were suggested: a greater incorporation of elder involvement; more programming available for the clients; greater in house programming; additional caseworkers; additional funding; greater resources and more time available for hearings.

Mission Statement

When participants were asked about their thoughts on the mission statement of the program they identified it to be to truly reduce recidivism in the Aboriginal community from the perspective of the client but the other mission was to return justice control to the
Aboriginal community. They also believe it was their duty to provide an environment that has a non-judgemental approach, is safe and produces confidentiality. It is about helping people on their path of healing whatever that may encompass.

**Key Characteristics of a Community Justice Program**

When asked what should be included in a justice program those who were interviewed suggested that a lengthy period of consultation was a key characteristic. The director emphasised the importance of the communities determining what their needs were and understanding how to address them. The director stated that there was a tendency to create a ‘cookie cutter’ justice program and that it was not a good idea, as communities need to own their justice process by contributing to the process. PW A emphasised the need to be community driven. They also thought the ability of volunteers to run the process, to be non judgemental and be guided by the principles of respect, caring was important. CCM B thought it was important to keep hearings small as too many people can cause the environment to be intimidating. The space they thought should be welcoming and safe. The workers they saw as key, they believed it was important to have people who were committed and will be there to help those within the program take positive steps forward.

**Restorative Resolutions**

The following will display the results of the interviews with a board member, program director, four program workers and two clients of Restorative Resolutions.
Restorative Resolutions

When asked what the purpose of the program was and why it was constructed Program Worker (PW) E explained it was initiated to explore a different way of dealing with crime, something that would produce results the criminal justice system has not been able to do. PW stated it was meant to help people deal with the issues in the clients lives that cause them to commit crime. The director states the programs goals were and still are to repair the harm, reduce recidivism and provide accountability within the community. PW D illustrated the purpose of the program was to acknowledge all the people forgotten or left behind in the process specifically the victims and the community. PW C spoke of the program providing a more holistic point of view. PW B saw it as an alternative to incarceration giving offenders a second chance and the opportunity to repair the harm within their communities.

Interview participants of Restorative Resolutions (RR) defined the program as helping individuals make pro-social changes in their lives and to ensure offenders are accepting responsibility for their actions. PW E stated it was a sentencing alternative that assists offenders in repairing the harm they have caused. PW C identified the program as giving victims a voice and providing support to programs within the community. The director explained the program as based on restorative justice principles; they described it as a marriage between restorative justice and the ‘what works’ principles. The participation of the victims, offender and community were described as equally important to the program.
After the completion of the interviews, it was evident that the structure outlined by workers of RR illustrates RR to be consistent with the principles of restorative justice. It has a micro focus in that it concentrates on the offender; victim and community harmed by the crime committed. As demonstrated within the literature similar to other restorative programs RR has an offender focused perspective. Although the program states all members of the process are equally important it is evident after evaluation that this is not so, as the victim and community have little involvement with the program. This is something that is common among restorative programs, as victim participation with such processes is low.

Community

PW C defined community as everyone who lives within a specific location. They stated it to be the place where life happened and the relationships of all individuals were located. PW E saw community as a group of people with a common interest or concern who live in close connection with each other. Client C described the community to be everybody and every person in their life, a group of people in a close-knit area or family. The board member spoke of community in open terms. They identified that community was not something that had boundaries and stated it was problematic to try and attempt to put up specific boundaries as it created an ‘us and them’ relationship. What makes community they said was the act of the people constantly in the process of negotiating a common identity amongst themselves. They identified it was a process through which people were both consciously and in reflection working together to identify common
interest and common concerns. Community they said was a process of becoming rather than an end state.

PW D stated community for the program was established based on the people surrounding the crime. PW D thought it was important for the community to be defined in micro terms, as the geographical mass of Winnipeg would make it difficult to encompass a meaningful process. The director spoke of community as always changing depending on the case and the individual they are dealing with. When acknowledging the community they identified it as important to not only considered the victim, but to understand the ripple effect the crime has on the community as a whole. The director illustrated it was important for the client to identify all of those traumatized from the event in order to produce true reparation. They said most people try to erase or cover up the events but the program insists on honestly through the full disclosure of events. The importance of the community in this program was stated by the director to be crucial in enabling the offender to understand the individuals affected by the crime and the consequences the crime has had on the community at large. They provide an example of individuals now scared in the neighbourhood due to the robbery committed. The single robbery that the offender may have thought affected only themselves and those who resided within the house, actually affected a full neighbourhood who is now afraid for their homes and families. The community thus is vital to the program in order to truly understand the harm caused by the crime, make reparations and work towards preventing that individual from committing further acts. The director discussed difficulty in obtaining community involvement but spoke about the role of the community as important no matter how little or how much is involved in the program.
Urban-based restorative programs often define community surrounding the crime due to the lack of social connectivity among city dwellers. It becomes difficult to produce community involvement with an individualistic inner city population as most people are too focused on their own lives to bother with program participation.

PW C spoke of the importance of community in a different light. They stated their involvement in helping individuals through the program as correlating to an increase in safety to that community. This illustrated the goals of the program as directly linked to the quality of life of the community. The program becomes important not only in allowing the offender to see the wrongs they have committed, but through its ability to assist the community and victims by ensuring, the harm is repaired. The job of the program becomes making clients healthier so they can become pro-social members within the community, thus increasing the social control. PW C stated that the better results the program can administer in terms of clients would influence the safety, employment, production and general viability of the community. People who live pro-social lives get involved with the community more, through which it is enhanced, and begins to thrive. PW C’s understanding of the importance of community within the program was identified to be more of an explanation of what results the program was producing for the community of Winnipeg at large.

Program Worker’s Role

When interviewed program workers spoke of their role in the program as primarily a parole officer. It was their job to assess the offender’s ability to meet the requirements of the program. They work with the client to explore the different reasons
that caused their criminality, as well as their life experiences that have affected their current life situations. Part of their job is to assess the risk level of the offender based on their risk management test and demonstrate how the client can be supported within the community. Program workers also assess the individual's willingness to take responsibility of the offence(s) they have committed, as well as their willingness to make pro-social life changes. PW C stated some individuals are just not ready to be in the program and thus those who are not ready to make the necessary modifications are denied entry into the program. Once they are sure the individual is right for the program, they will compile a plan for them. When the plan has been accepted, the client is strictly monitored ensuring they are completing the tasks asked of them. It appears that program workers selection of clients is largely focused on their commitment to desistance. It is not surprising that they are able to produce such effective results due the fact that they only select the clients that have already committed to leading a pro-social life. The intentions of community based practices were to decrease the dysfunction within by focusing on individuals who really are not the problem within the community it ignores the true issues within the community causing dysfunctional to continue.

The Plan

Previous to the constructing the plan a client must fill out a lengthy client information package, a copy of this package was given as part of the evaluation material. The second page identifies steps in accountability illustrating what the client must be accountable for in order to be eligible to enter the program. They must give a minimum of five references that can verify personal information and issues within their lives.
Referee’s can be councillors, employers, family members or anyone else that knows in-depth knowledge pertaining to the individual. The client must tell those individuals that the program may be calling as well as identify the reason for the programs contact. Full disclosure is an important aspect to the program and is fully enforced.

The client is expected to fill out a series of questions about the offence(s) they committed including who they were with and their feelings through the process. The next section is pertaining to their family background. They are expected to write a list of their family members, their relationships towards them and the status of that relationship. Other family related questions are asked in terms of disciplinary measures used during their childhood, any forms of abuse or addiction, the current support system of the client and the family’s perspective of their actions. Their education, employment and financial situations are expected to be divulged as well. Their financial situation must account for all of the expenses they currently have as well as any bills or debt owing. The package also inquires about the individual’s hobbies, activities, interests, what clubs or organization they belong to as well as the types of people they associate with. They are expected to attach a written apology, as well as recommendations for an appropriate sentence. The package consists of 20 pages and that does not include the extra sections that may be needed to produce the information necessary, creating program entry to be a difficult task.

Once all of this information is obtained the creation of the plan will begin. PW B gave a breakdown of what consisted within the community-based plan. They stated it would start with a biography of the person’s life to identify various issues they may have
incurred. They look towards the client’s empathy for what has happened, they also look at the victim impact statement; family background; and personal and social background. They look to see if they have any addictions issues or mental health issues that may need to address. If the client presents social or psychological issues, they are sent to the appropriate professionals to have assessments completed. The conclusions of the assessments are put into the plan, any treatment recommendations represented within the assessment will be ordered. The client participates in the construction of the plan, if they are not part of the plan then there is no point in doing it, stated PW B. Normally there are at least 10-12 conditions on the plan; it is designed to be difficult.

A plan from 2006 was obtained as part of the evaluation material. The plan provides significant detail consisting of 8-10 pages of information pertaining to the client. The plan begins with the explanation of the offence, as well as the days previous to and following the offence in the view of the client as well as addressing their attitude of the crime committed. The plan will identify the clients life circumstance both past and present as well as identify any previous encounters with the criminal justice. Generally, the family members and others who support the individuals are interviewed previous to the writing of the plan to get an understanding of those within the client’s life and supporting them through this process. Any personal growth the individual has done previous to their hearing will be acknowledged. Personal growth can be courses taken or a serious change in behaviour. Their response to previous correctional services is stated within the plan as well as the risk level based on the risk management survey. The impact on the victim is also identified as well as the victims condition recommendations. The final section illustrates the conditions and a justification of the plan. The general
conditions that are given for a plan are: restitution; a written apology; attend restorative resolutions programming; treatment programs; community service; an alcohol or drug ban; counselling and normally a curfew. The conditions of the plan are extremely difficult. The clients are also expected to come in and see their program worker at least once a week. Any violation of the plan is addressed as a breach of probation to which they will be sent back to the judge and risk incarceration.

Client B spoke about their process through the program and the creation of their plan. They stated they were considered a medium risk to the program and were unsure if they would be able to gain entrance. Client B stated they had never been through anything like this program before so the plan seemed normal. The client was concerned about having to get in touch with staff at the place where they committed their crime. They were not sure how they felt about contacting people they had hurt and how they would react to what they had done, in the end Client B stated it was a positive experience.

When first viewing the plan Client B was overwhelmed with all the work that it entailed, while trying to maintain employment. Client B also stated that they knew that if they had not gotten into the program they would be in jail not able to work at all, so no matter what the program put in front of them they knew they had to do it. Client B illustrated the most significant aspect was the programs ability to see them not as another case but as a person. The client stated that they had to go to AA, therapy, group meeting all during the day as they had a curfew at night. It was a lot they said to fit in during the day, but had been worth it. Client B said the apology letter to the staff and owner of the company was very difficult as they had worked with them for over 15 years and were
good friends with many of the employees. Initially Client B had a hard time understanding how the crime had affected those within the company, but through working with their program worker they were able to identify the money that was stolen affected more than the company’s bottom line. They stated that they had lost so many people within their life over one criminal act they decide to commit.

Client B spoke about the programs commitment to enforce the rules they outline. Client B stated they would not be there today if it were not for the Restorative Resolutions program and staff. Client B stated the program workers have a better understanding of them and the mistakes they made. They stated that they made them realize there are people out there who do care and establish effective avenues of aid if they are in distress again. Client B stated the crime they did, they did alone as they had no respect for themselves, and had lost respect from others. They are now able to see what they did and how it affected other people. Client B illustrated that even if they are trying to get back at just one single person their actions always end up affecting more than that one individual. Client B stated that the steps they took through the program made them realize and understand those principles.

Client C spoke of the program and plan as extremely difficult stating they make them do a million different tasks. They did not finish the program the first time they entered in it. Going to a different program every day, they found to be overwhelming, and they thought it would just be easier to do three months in jail then to do everything the program involved. Client C stated that they had made them pay restitution, which was something they would never have had to do if they just went to jail. Client C stated RR
needed to space out all of the things they made them do as it was too much for them especially when they were trying to pay for a child that was on the way.

*Difference from the criminal justice system*

Client B identified the differences between the criminal justice system and RR. They stated the criminal justice system treated them as if they were not a person. They stated there was no caring, feeling or accountability for the crimes committed. When they were sitting in the holding cell, they were not sorry, they were bitter that they were caught and locked up, so it did not really help aid them. Client B stated RR was different because people cared about them as an individual and actually wanted to help them out. The program made Client B think about the crime they had committed and think about the people that were affected. They made them think about their future and the possible losses they could incur if they did not make the appropriate changes. Client B says they really make you stand up and think about what you have done as well as the consequences of it. There is no one in jail that makes you think about anything Client B stated. Client C stated RR was just better, as they did not have to go to jail. They said it gave them a chance to turn their life around. They stated that RR gave them a chance and in the criminal justice system, they just threw them in jail. At RR, they actually cared and made second chances available. In the criminal justice system, Client C said they just treat you like a number. PW C stated they work with the families as well and not just the client, the courts do not even know the person's name let alone their family. RR treats clients like a real person and provides a safe environment, somewhere they could go if they needed help.
PW B stated the biggest difference between RR and the criminal justice system was establishing responsibility for their actions and acknowledging the consequences of their past decisions. RR places an emphasis on criminal thinking errors and their impact on the decision-making process. Such steps are not taken in the mainstream system. PW D stated that one of their clients had said they had never received so much support and that if they had received this support the first time they were in conflict with the law, they would probably have never been there that day. One of the issues with the system, PW D states, is the provinces focus on supervising by risk. RR supervises by need, so the clients receive the support they need to make pro-social life changes. PW E stated that individuals who are deemed low risk get lost in the system never receiving any help. PW C stated that RR actually knows their clients, they have a real sense of who the person is and that makes them able to create a plan for them aiding them to make the appropriate steps to living a pro-social life.

PW D stated RR has a good relationship with the courts and is very selective of who gains entrance. Some clients are in no position to accept the responsibility for the crime they have done and so the program is not for them. The director stated they were the only place that would make them pay restitution, the criminal justice may order restitution but never makes them pay it and it never goes to the victims. At RR, they have had over 1,500,000 dollars worth of restitution paid to their victims. Another difference the director stated is that they make all clients write an apology letter whether the victim wants one or not. PW C stated the court receives the program very well as over 95% of the plans are accepted by the judge.
**Victim**

The director stated the victim plays a large role within their program and are contacted in all cases. They stated that it was very difficult to track down the victims, as sometimes they do not receive cases until a length of time has passed after the offence took place. The director stated they never force a victim into anything and if they say they do not want anything to do with it they leave it there. The biggest thing they said they gave to victims was someone to vent to. No one has listened to them speak; RR gives them a voice, a place to put their anger which they would normally never receive. PW D stated there was a lot of apprehension from the victim, but it was important to give them that option to participate as a process of closure for them. Through the interviews, it appeared that RR had no interest in producing victim involvement. Their process of repairing the harm for the victim was to supply victim apology letters and restitution. A common issue with restorative justice programming is low victim participation rates. Williams believed low victim participation had to do with the victim feeling as if the process was centered on the offender (2005: 33). Other research has identified that the victim does not want to be involved within the restorative process and would rather be left alone or receive money for the harm caused.

**Evaluation**

The evaluation of the program is done on a regular basis as the program was constructed with an evaluation component to it. Due to that evaluation component, a large database has been constructed and maintained. The statistics that have been acquired are up to date data as of March 2010. In total, the program has collected over 1,500,000
dollars in restitution and has managed over 2200 clients. As of March, the program had 192 cases open with each program worker handling 35-40 cases. Currently the programs recidivism rates are 27% leaving 72% of their clients remaining crime free. 63% of their clients have employment as their source of income with 17.8% relying on social assistance; the remaining 20.2% relied on other means for their source of income. The employment rates of RR are not consistent with the literature on individuals who come into conflict with the law. As the majority of offenders within the inner-city face un-and underemployment. The average age of their female clients is 34.02 and 26.99 for male. In total 76.3% of their clients have completed their plans, 12.3% completed but had a technical breach, 9.3 completed but reoffended, .6% had their decision over turned and 1.5% of clients are incarcerated. 57.1% of referrals have been accepted into the program, 23.6% were denied entry, 19.4% were accepted but were sent to jail by the judge; others were either accepted than the charges were dropped, accepted than went to a different office or were sent to drug treatment court. It is evident that RR only selects clients they believe will be committed to desistance. 65.9% of the clients were Caucasian, 15.8% were Aboriginal, 8.7% were black, the remaining 9.5% consists of Asian, Phillipino, East Indian, Latin and South American, and Cambodian. The most common charges of those who were accepted into the program were person major (31.9%), property major (21.8%), property minor (8.4%) and breach of trust (29.3%). The low percentage of marginalized populations within the program combined with the high employment rates identifies that regardless of its location with an inner-city the program clients do not represent individual who reside within dysfunctional communities. In fact, the clients
who participate within the program appear to be of relative privilege. This is also evident through the majority of clients representing first offenders of mainly property offences.

When asked what the successes of the program were PW C stated that success was a client embarking on a healthy journey, realizing they need to make a change and beginning to take those steps to achieve it. Success they said is disclosure of secrets, successful completions of their order, finding employment they thought they could never have, living an honest life and feeling good about themselves. PW E stated success was helping clients repair the harm they have caused and having the ability to reach such a large number of clients. PW B saw the recidivism rates and the low amount of technical breaches as a great success. PW D saw the collection of over one million dollars in restitution as a great success. The director stated the successes of the program was to watch clients come to the program dragging their heads between their legs and to leave with their heads held high with confidence in themselves and an improved self-esteem. It is was important to analyse the results acquired by RR critically as though they do produce a high success rates the clients they select appear to be chosen based on their willingness to desist and thus it is expected that such a selection process would produce higher success rates then a program who did not perform a selection process. Previous articles demonstrated that RR’s client based had previous criminal records prior to their involvement with the program, however, upon completing the interviews it was understood that the majority of the client population is in fact first time offenders who commit both property and break of trust offences.
When asked what they would improve in the program PW C stated they would improve resources and have a greater understanding of the needs of mental health clients. Most important was a greater involvement of victims and to be more active in addressing their needs. PW E stated they would like to add more caseworkers so they could deal with a larger client base. PW B would like to see more culturally based programming that would allow the program workers to understand the cultures that come to them through their clients. A board member stated they would like to see the type of resources available to the offenders be available to the victims.

Mission Statement

PW E exemplified the mission statement was to assist clients to make the necessary changes in their life while they are repairing the harm they have done. Another aspect they stated was to reduce recidivism in Winnipeg. PW D saw the mission statement to be establishing the opportunity for the victim and offender to come to a common ground; to give the offender a chance to explain their behaviour and take responsibility for their actions; as well as making the offender repair the harm caused.

Recommendations for a Community Justice Program

When asked what recommendations they would give to other programs PW C stated they needed to keep strict client criteria for the selection process and emphasize the importance of comprehensive reports. PW C also stated it was important to have a commitment to having clients obtain education on going from pre-contemplative in wanting to make to change to ready to make changes in their life. PW E stated they
should always try to involve the victim and the community into the process. PW B stated it was important to have employees that truly believe in restorative practices. PW D stated it was important to get the community on board, without the support of the program would not work. They stated that you need to consult the leaders of the community and get them on board before anything can be done. They also saw it important to educate the community about the program and get the word out there so the community can become supportive. The director stated the only way you can have a program be successful is to ensure that you hold the offenders accountable for their actions and repair the harm caused.
Chapter 5: Have Communities Reclaimed a Position In Justice?

This thesis set out to understand the ability of community justice initiatives to decrease crime and conflict within dysfunctional communities. An analysis of two urban-based community justice programs was performed in order to provide answers to the inquiry. It was evident that the research did not produce the results expected. The main findings of this thesis identified a lack of community engagement within community justice initiatives; significant differences in program participants as well as selection processes; victim participation was absent and finally a gap existed between social justice and community justice.

Where does the community stand in community justice?

Community justice aims to produce safer communities. It seeks to motivate the collective to become active members of their community and increasingly involved in the efforts of crime prevention (Clear 2007: 191; Karp 1998: 5). For the administration of this process to be successful, participation of the victim, offender and community members is necessary, however it is not evident whether this is viable within the dysfunctional communities examined. Those (victim, offender and the community) affected by the crime within this environment, do not appear to demonstrate the active engagement or the willingness to be actively engaged in the process of reclaiming justice.

Whom do they serve?

As stated previously individuals who reside within dysfunctional communities are often members of marginalized populations who experience un-and underemployment,
inadequate housing, low educational attainment and are commonly a minority population. Based on the selection of two urban-based community justice initiatives one would expect their client base would encompass marginalized, inner city populations. The Community Council’s focus on urban Aboriginal people in Toronto provides a concentration on a widely marginalized population in Canada. Restorative Resolutions however, notwithstanding their location in the inner city of Winnipeg, appeared to serve populations that were not in fact marginalized. This was evident based on 65.9% of their client population characterized as Caucasian, as well, 63% maintaining full time employment. These characteristics are not ones that are consistent with the marginalized populations found in dysfunctional communities. After analysis, it was evident that the client base and the selection process of only individuals committed to desistance played a key role in their successful recidivism rates.

*What about the Victim?*

Both programs illustrate an offender-centered process, with little to no victim involvement. Bazemore states, “One of the critical standards for gauging success in any community justice initiative is the extent to which the process identifies and meets the needs of citizens and crime victims as primary clients” (Bazemore 1998: 345). Community justice initiatives have been produced to help those exterior to the system take back their communities. It has seemed this movement has failed our victims. A movement that’s intentions are to increase victim involvement, to give victims a voice has not produced this result in fact the movement has produced extremely low participation rates of victims. It was evident within both programs that victims were often
unwilling to participate within the process. Although this may be the case justice initiatives should not give up on attempt to include victims with the process. Future research should look into better understanding victim’s participation within community justice initiatives. Research should attempt to understand the factors influencing their unwillingness to participate and look towards constructing effective strategies to produce greater victim participation.

*Can Community Justice be Performed in an Urban Dynamic?*

The results of this thesis have shown a significant gap between community justice initiatives and social justice. Community justice initiatives will continue to fail unless significant advances are made in the development of communities. Research has illustrated and has been shown within chapter two of this thesis that communities who breed crime display common traits of dysfunction. Without an increase in social justice initiatives to address these issues it remains difficult for community justice to achieve success in decreasing dysfunction and crime. Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie stated in their book a concern for community justice programs who look for solutions within a dysfunctional community. They illustrated very clearly that a community must be constructed prior to any form of a justice initiative can be built within it. The communities who often need the community justice program the most are often the communities who cannot sustain such a program due to lack of resources (Dickson-Gilmore and La Prairie 2005:139). This research has shown similar results to be evident as the programs evaluated have failed and lack the abilities to address the underlying issues of crime and conflict that continue to persist within their urban high crime
communities. This research implies funding and research must look towards addressing the persistent issues faced by our dysfunctional, high crime communities in order to begin building effective community justice initiatives.

Conclusion

It was the goal of this thesis to understand the ability of community justice initiatives to decrease conflict and crime within dysfunctional communities. After an in depth analysis of the literature and the primary data collected there was no question that the ability to decrease such dysfunction was far out of the scope of a community justice initiative. In order for conflict and crime to decrease within these areas, significant social justice initiatives need to be implemented.
Appendices

Question Sample – Community Council - Director

1. Why was the program initially constructed?
2. Why did you personally get involved with the program?
3. How would you define the program?
4. What does a community mean to you? How would you define community?
5. What is the importance in the use of community within this program?
6. How do you perceive the use of community within this program to be a mechanism of change?
7. Why is the use of community so important?
8. What do you think the importance of the community council members are for this project?
9. What is your role within the program?
10. What were the underlying reasons for the creation of the program?
11. Do you think the program is meeting those reasons it was initially created for?
12. How has the program evolved since its initial construction?
13. How have the relationships between the crown and the court with community council changed over the years?
14. Would you say this has been positive or negative?
15. What relationship do you have with the courts, crown attorney in selecting those who enter the program, getting them to be accepted for diversion by the crown?
16. The program worker had mention that it is sometimes difficult to get crowns to be receptive to the program and that you could sometimes go and speak to them in a form of an educational piece? Can you explain when you would do this, how you would go about it, why it is important and if you find it to be effective?
17. In general comparing clients who have had the experience to participate in the community council program and those who have not, what differences would you identify in their post offence progress?
18. What do you see as the purpose or mission statement of the program?
19. What do you think are the successes of the program?
20. If you could add anything to the program to improve it, what would it be?
21. What do you see as the main factor to which the effectiveness or failure of the program should be analyzed on?
22. What would you say are the key elements of the program?
23. If I was looking at creating a community justice program, what key elements/strategies or policies of the community council program would you say should be transferred?
24. How important has the support and strength of the community organizations surrounding this project been in its daily functioning?
25. Can this program work without the support of community organizations surrounding this initiative?
26. Do you see this project as having the ability to run as a mainstream project?
27. How do you see this program reducing recidivism and why?
28. How is the program evaluated?
29. What are the key criteria you use when examining the progress and or success/failure of the program?
Question Sample – Community Council - Program Workers

1. Why did you get involved with the program?
2. How would you define the program?
3. What does a community mean to you and how would you define community?
4. What is the importance in the use of community within this program?
5. How do you perceive the use of community within this program to be a mechanism of change?
6. Why is the use of community so important?
7. What do you think the importance of the community council members are for this project?
8. What is your role within the program?
9. What were the underlying reasons for the creation of the program?
10. Do you think the program is meeting those reason it was initially created for?
11. How do you decide who enters the program?
12. When the client leaves the hearing, how is their progress monitored?
13. If a client says no to the plan and the plan cannot be re-negotiated to allow them to accept the plan what happens?
14. What relationship do you have with the courts, crown attorney in selecting those who enter the program, and getting them to be accepted for diversion by the crown?
15. What follow up if any is there with the crown after diversion has been selected?
16. In general comparing clients who have had the experience to participate in the community council program and those who have not, what are the differences you would identify in their post offence progress?
17. What is the process of the program from start to finish for a client?
18. What do you see as the purpose or mission statement of the program?
19. What do think are the successes of the program?
20. If you could add anything to the program to improve it, what would it be?
21. What do you see as the main factor to which the effectiveness or failure of the program should be analyzed on?
22. What would you say are the key elements of the program?
23. If I was looking at creating a community justice program, what key elements/strategies or policies of the community council program would you say should be transferred?
24. How important has the support and strength of the community organizations surrounding this project been in its daily functioning?
25. Can this program work without the support of community organizations surrounding this initiative?
26. Do you see this project as having the ability to run as a mainstream project?
27. How do you see this program reducing recidivism and why?
28. How is the program evaluated?
29. What are the key criteria you use when examining the progress and or success/failure of the program?
Question Sample – Community Council - Clients

1. What does community mean to you? How would you define community?
2. How did you get involved with the program? How were you recruited?
3. How would you define the community council program?
4. What do you think the role of the community council members are for this program?
5. What was your impression of the community council members at your hearing?
6. Can you explain to me the process you went through within your hearing?
7. Would you say the program was formal or informal and relaxed?
8. What difference have you seen in the community justice program versus the criminal justice system? How did you experience with the two differ?
9. How do their decisions differ? How has the decision differed in your life?
10. Has the impact of the community program impacted you differently than the mainstream system? How so?
11. Has this program impact your life or person in anyway?
12. Previous to your experience in the community council program what was your connection to the aboriginal community like?
13. Through the community council program has your connection to the community changed?
14. Why do you think this program is effective?
15. Do you think the programs can be transferred to different communities?
16. What do you think are the main elements of the program are?
17. If you could add elements to the program what would they be?
18. If I said I was going to create a new community diversion projects what parts of the community council project would you say should definitely be used in this new project?
19. What point of the community justice program had the greatest impact on you and why?
Question Sample – Restorative Resolutions – Program Workers

1. Why was the program initially constructed?
2. Why did you personally get involved with the program?
3. How would you define the program?
4. What does a community mean to you? How would you define community?
5. What is the importance in the use of community within this program?
6. How do you perceive the use of community within this program to be a mechanism of change?
7. Why is the use of community so important?
8. What is your role within the program?
9. What were the underlying reasons for the creating of the program?
10. Do you think the program is meeting those reason it was initially created for?
11. How has the program evolved since its initial construction?
12. How have the relationships between the crown and the court with Restorative Resolutions changed over the years?
13. Would you say this has been positive or negative?
14. What relationship do you have with the courts, crown attorney in selecting those who enter the program, getting them to be accepted for diversion by the crown?
15. It is sometimes difficult to get crowns to be receptive to program how the program has gone about addressing this issue?
16. In general comparing clients who have had the experience to participate in the Restorative Resolutions program and those who have not, what differences would you identify in their post offence progress?
17. What do you see as the purpose or mission statement of the program?
18. What do think are the successes of the program?
19. If you could add anything to the program to improve it, what would it be?
20. What do you see as the main factor to which the effectiveness or failure of the program should be analyzed on?
21. What would you say are the key elements of the program?
22. If I was looking at creating a community justice program, what key elements/strategies or policies of the Restorative Resolutions program would you say should be transferred?

23. How important has the support and strength of the community organizations surrounding this project been in its daily functioning?

24. Can this program work without the support of community organizations surrounding this initiative?

25. Do you see this project as having the ability to run as a mainstream project?

26. How do you see this program reducing recidivism and why?

27. How is the program evaluated?

28. What are the key criteria you use when examining the progress and or success/failure of the program?

29. What caseload do your case workers hold?

30. What are the wait times to gain entrance into the program?

31. What happens when the plan is rejected by the offender? Crown? Judge?

32. What happens to the offender if they do not follow the plan?

33. Do they receive a set time for completion of the plan?

34. Can you explain the process of the victim within the program?

35. When the client leaves the hearing, how is their progress monitored?

36. What is the process of the program from start to finish for a client?
Question Sample – Restorative Resolutions – Clients

1. What does community mean to you? How would you define community?
2. How did you get involved with the program? How were you recruited?
3. How would you define the Restorative Resolutions program?
4. What do you think the role of your caseworker is for this program?
5. What was your impression of the restorative resolutions members at your hearing?
6. Can you explain to me the process you went through with this program?
7. Would you say the program was formal or informal and relaxed?
8. What difference have you seen in the community justice program versus the criminal justice system? How did you experience with the two differ?
9. How do their decisions differ? How has the decision differed in your life?
10. Has the impact of the community program impacted you differently than the mainstream system? How so?
11. Has this program impacted your life or person in anyway?
12. Previous to your experience in the restorative resolutions program what was your connection to the community like?
13. Through the restorative resolutions program has your connection to the community changed?
14. Why do you think this program is effective?
15. Do you think the programs can be transferred to different communities?
16. What do you think are the main elements of the program are?
17. If you could add elements to the program what would they be?
18. If I said I was going to create a new community diversion projects what parts of the restorative resolutions project would you say should definitely be used in this new project?
19. What point of the program had the greatest impact on you and why?
Question Sample – Restorative Resolutions – Board Member

1. What is your personal connection to restorative justice and why did you originally get involved?
2. How would you define restorative justice?
3. Why is restorative justice important?
4. What does community mean to you?
5. Does community have a purpose in restorative justice?
6. What experience have had with Restorative Resolutions?
7. What is Restorative Resolutions? How would you define it?
8. What are the main obstacles the program faces?
9. Do you think the program is successful?
10. What do you think separates Restorative Resolutions from all the other programs?
11. What is the role of the victims in this process?
12. What influence do you think they have on the process?
13. If you could add anything to the program what would it be?
14. What key elements should be transferred to a new criminal justice system?
Question Sample – Restorative Resolutions – Director

1. Why was the program initially constructed?
2. Why did you personally get involved with the program?
3. How would you define the program?
4. What does a community mean to you? How would you define community?
5. What is the importance in the use of community within this program?
6. Do you think the program is meeting the reasons it was initially created for?
7. How has the program evolved since its initial construction?
8. How have the relationships between the crown and the court with Restorative Resolutions changed over the years?
9. Would you say this has been positive or negative?
10. What relationship do you have with the courts, crown attorney in selecting those who enter the program, getting them to be accepted for diversion by the crown?
11. It is sometimes difficult to get crowns to be receptive to program how the program has gone about addressing this issue?
12. In general comparing clients who have had the experience to participate in the Restorative Resolutions program and those who have not, what difference would you identify in their post offence progress?
13. What role does the victim play?
14. What about re-victimization?
15. What do think are the successes of the program?
16. If I was looking at creating a community justice program, what key elements/strategies or policies of the Restorative Resolutions program would you say should be transferred?
17. What caseload do your caseworkers hold?
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